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B. Makes Written Starvation Is Demanding Its President Fowler, Dr. Newell,
R. P. Teel Address
Victims in Every Part
Confession of His
Heinous Crime
of Empire
Congress

Supreme Court Refuses James
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ANSWER HE IS TRULY PENITENT

NOW
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IS

PROFITABLE PRESIDENT

MESSAGE

Chief Clerk Alan R McCord Speaker Clark Fails to Act on Socialists Claim Victory for Har Admit Some of the Charges His Brother Is Given Fifteen Great Uneasiness Is Felt for Representatives Present From
Years at St. Quentin
Western States and Foreign
but Declare They Had No
Petition for Impeachment
riman by 10,000
Future Safety of
Will Remain at
of Littleton.
Black List
Nations
Penitentiary.
Santa Fe.
Majority
Foreigners
It may be New Year, before the report of the official canvassing board
is in the hands of President Taft. Up
o
to last evening, ten precincts of
county had been canvassed.
There is hope that Bernalillo county
may be completed by tonight. Bernaprecincts,
lillo county has twenty-tw- o
and if it takes a 'day to canvass twenty-two
precincts, how long will it
take to canvass 600 precincts? The
precincts canvassed up to adjournment last evening were: San Jose,
Del Rio, Alameda, Ranches de Atris-co- ,
Ranchos de Albuquerque, Barelas,
Los Padillas, San Antonio, Los Grie-go- s
The Albuquerand Escobosa.
que precincts with their heavy vote
were tackled today. More irregularIn
ities are beginning to appear.
Clayton the supply of Blue Ballots
was exhausted and about fifty voters
could not express their wishes on
this question. In Socorro county, the
county commissioners opened several ballot boxes to get the poll books
to be sent to Santa Fe and Probate
Clerk E. H. Sweet had to come to
Santa Fe to identify the books and
certificates.
Bernalillo County Completed.
At noon, the canvass of Bernalillo
county was completed. Three or four
slight discrepancies still needed adjustment, but indications now are
that the canvass will proceed more
rapidly. All the candidates gained a
few votes over the unofficial returns,
but the advantage lay decidedly with
the Democrats who gained from 11 to
31 in their Bernalillo county majorities. If this ratio is maintained in
the other counties, then only a few
state candidates
of the Republican
have pulled through.
Ber-anlill-

.

Funds.
The following sums of money were
received at the office of the territorial
treasurer: Tito Melendez, treasurer
of Mora county, $4,026.66; Thomas P.
Gable, game and fish warden, game
protection fund, $69.50. The quarterly
statement of Territorial Treasurer R.
J. Palen published yesterday shows

balances in the territorial treasury
aggregating $568,199.02.

Chief Clerk Will Remain.
Chief Clerk Alan R. McCord of the
office of the surveyor general, who recently had been ordered to Boise,
Idaho, has received orders that his
transfer has been cancelled and that
he will remain at Santa Fe. This will
be joyous news to his many friends
and associates in Masonic, church
.and social as well as business circles.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Today in Congress.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 5. The
President's message on trusts was
read in both Houses.
House.
Met at noon.
Sugar trust inquiry resumed by special committee.
Agricultural department investigation centering on Dr. Wiley discussed
by special committee. Report to be
made within a fortnight.

Senate.

Met at 2 p. m.
Lorimer investigation resumed with
testimony for the defense.
in
Stephenson senatorial election
probably
vestigating
will report to the full committee just
before Christmas holiday recess.
Enforced publicity of trust affairs
advocated before interstate commerce
commission by witness.
decided to
Monetary commission
prepare a bill carrying out its conclusion along line of the Aldrich curren
cy plan.
Confer Thursday on its procedure
In view of government suit
Speaker Clark refused to act on
memorial asking Representative Littleton's expulsion.
President, in a resolution, was ask
ed what countries had applied for
free admission of their print paper
and pulp wood.
Sptek(r Clark received unofficial
appeal for American intervention in
Persia.
Adjourned at 3 p. m. until noon Wed
nesday.
National

.

Committeeman Luna at
Washington. ,
Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 5. Delegate
W. H. Andrews was today notified to
attend the meetings of the various
committees of which he is a member.
He Is working hard to get some bills
of Importance to New Mexico passed
before the holiday recess. National
Committeeman Solomon Luna arrived
today,, He is much improved in health,
Jchn A." Watklns of New Mexico has
been appointed assistant surgeon of
the public health and marine corps.
Clark Takes No Action.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 5 Speaker
Clark of the House of Representatives
announced today that he would take
no action on the petition for the impeachment and expulsion of Representative Martin W. Littleton of New
York, filed by Henry B. Martin of the
Anti-TruLeague. The Speaker held
that the petition contained nothing of
a nertinent matter of business for
the House.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. ., Dec. 5. me Bu
preme court of the United States today refused to grant a stay of the
beef packers' trial in Chicago until
the court would be able to pass on
the constitutional question raised by
the packers in habeas corpus proceedings.
Lumber Dealers Not In Trust.
Denver, Colo., Dec. 5. The Colorado & Wyoming Lumber Dealers'
Association today filed in the federal court, an answer to the government suit charging violation of the
law.
Sherman anti-truAdmitting
the truth of many of the contentions
set up in the complaint, the answer

iBy Special Leasea Wire to New Mexican) Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 5. Kiectton. day here dawned clear and bright j
and a heavy early morning vote was
polled. The various voting places,
235 of them, were opened at 6 a. M.,
and will remain open until 6 this
evening.
In those precincts where what is
known as the "labor vote" was heaviest, the early voting was spirited.
Long lines of men and women were
waiting when the judges opened the
polls. Because of the heavy registration of women, many of the precincts
were divided into two or three voting
places.
No Signs of Disorder.
Though the early vote was heavy,
there were no signs of disorder. The
proportion of men and women voting
early seemed about equally divided.
Leaders for both the Good Government and Socialist forces claimed the
big early vote presaged victory for
their candidates. The Good Government forces declared it was simply
a matter of counting the majority for
Alexander, many of them not being
willing to admit that Harriman, Socialist candidate for mayor, had even
a chance.
Socialist Claims.
On the other hand, Harriman lieutenants claimed he would win by not
less than 10,000. They based their
hopes, they said, on the large registration of working women.
"We have more women registered
than the Alexander forces," said the
leader," and we only have to make up
as
a deficit of about 8,000 votes
shown by the primary to elect Harriman."
185,000

denies that the defendant association

is engaged in restraint of trade in any
way and that its principal duty is the
dissenminatlon of. information of the
lumber business among its members.
The association contends that by
the natural .aws of trade retailers in
any line, object to wholesale selling
direct to consumers, and that such
sales are made clandestinely. The
answer declares that there is no
blacklist and that each member acts
as he sees fit when informed of the
names of wholesalers who sell direct
to consumers.
.

MESSAGE
PRESIDENT'S
AFFECTS WA-- L
Isaac

Registered.

registered voters will cast their

Harris and Max. Black Have
Tiiat Trusts Are to Be Fur.
ther Regulated.

spent the morning in waiting for the
Trading was
president's message.
of
unusually small, and fluctuations
stocks were so narrow tas to be wit-out significance except in cases of
new issues which were moved by spe
Pacific
Canadian
cial influences.
felL back more. than a .flomt, despite
an increase of more than. $1,000,000
fn its gross earnings for November.
The November report of St. Paut
showing a loss of nearly $200,000 in
net clearings, was without effect on
the stock.
Operations dwindled to still smal
ler proportions in '. the second hour
but the market had a somewhat bet
ter undertone.
Bonds were irregular.
The market continued listless after
the publication of the president s
message until Just before 1 o'clock,
when it became active and very

Both sides have many automobiles
in use getting out their full strength
and claim that more than eighty per
cent of the approximately 185,000
bal-

lots.
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FACTORY PROPRIETORS ARE
MOBBED BY ANGRY WOMEN.

Isaac Harris and Max. Blank Have
Their Clothing Torn and Hair
Pulled in Court Room.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., Dec. 5.JA mob of
300 women, survivors of the Triangle
Waist factory fire, In which 146 girls

lost their lives, attacked Isaac Harris, and Max Blanck, proprietors of
the waist company, when the men ap
peared in court today to stand trial
tor alleged manslaughter. All the
court officers in the building and the
police reserves were called out to
check the assailants.
With torn clothing and disheveled
hair, the defendants were finally released and escorted under heavy po
lice protection to the court room. The
women had been summoned as witnesses for the prosecution.

ased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased vrire to Jew srxlcanl
(By Special
5. Each
Dec.
day
Shainghai,
Chicago, III., Dec. 5. Experts in
that irrigation from many of the western
3. McNamaru, confessed murderer, brings keener apprehension
was sentenced to life imprisonment China is drifting into a political states and from a dozen foreign counhere today by Judge Walter Bordwell. chaos.
tries, including Mexico, Canada and
His brother, John J. McN'amara, secreThe revolutionary juntas here are Central and South America and gov
tary of the International Association now marking time, awaiting the arri- ernment officials interested in the re
of Bridge and Structural Iron Work val of Dr. Sun Yat Sen. It is hoped clamation of arid and swamp lands at
ers, who confessed to the dynamiting that he may prove to be the leader tended the opening today of the 19th
of the Llewellyn Iron Works, was whom every one is Beeklng.
If he annual meeting of the National Irrisentenced to 15 years in the peniten- can line up the various revolutionary gation Congress.
Dr. F. H. Newell, director of the
tiary.
chiefs and unify the movement, a so
Twenty-onpersons lost their lives lution of China's troubles may be United States Reclamation Service;
in the Times disaster. No one was hoped for. There are dissensions R. P. Teele, in charge of irrigation
killed in the Llewellyn Iron Works everywhere among the rebels, espe- statistics of the Bureau of Census, and
affair.
cially at the Wu Chang and Nanking Senator William E. Borah of Idaho,
Murderer Pens Confession.
were the chief .speakers for this after-nooThe imprisonment of both men will headquarters.
An encouraging message from
Wholesale Desertions.
be in San Quentin penitentiary. James
fall of Han Yang test week President Taft was received.
The
B. McNamara's brief confession, penn
West Needs More Irrigation.
proves to have been . due entirely
ed by his own hand and bearing many to
Chicago, Dec. 5. The west is in
wholesale desertions of rebel
evidences of a man iittle skilled in
need of more irrigating than of irritroops enrolled in Hunan province.
letters, follows:
Rebel General Hunang Sing, gation works, more settlers than new
The
defendant
B.
McNamara,
"I, James
in projects, according to a report of R.
in the case of the People, having here- who was at Wu Chang as second
P. Teelo of the United States Census
Li
to
Yuen
General
command
Heng,
tofore pleaded guilty to the crime of
Bureau in charge of irrigation before
before
Han
a
time
short
left
Yang
murder, desire to make this statethe imperialists regained that city. the National Irrigation Congress here
ment of facts:
He arrived in Shankhai this week today. The report shows the increase
Planted Sixteen Sticks of Dynamite.
and
immediately proclaimed himself of irrigated acreage from 1SS9 to 1909,
On the
"And this ie the truth:
the nature of the enterprises by which
night of September CO, 1910, at 5:45 p. generalissimo of the revolutionary the projects have been completed and
m., I placed in Ir.;: alley, a portion of forces, and assigned to Li a subsidi- the
percentage of land actually under
the Times building a suit cas? con- ary place. Huang asserts that he
as compared to (he acreage
irrigation
a
name
to
the
been
has
80
cent
of
right
dynagiven
per
taining 16 sticks
for which water is available.
to
or
act
educator
mite, set to explode at 1 o'clock the temporary premier
After showing by tables that thera
next morning. It was my intention pending the election of a president.
to Injure the building and scare the He is now making plans, he says, for are 5,6:!6,394 acres available for
on which there are no settlers,
owner. I did not intend to take the an overland
advance on
reKing
Teele, in conclusion, said.
life of any one. I sincerely regret through Shang Tung province.
"There is a large unirrigated acreCost of Struggle.
that these unfortunate men lost their
lives. If the giving of my life would
The cost of the struggle thus far age for which works are built and wabring them back I would gladly give it. has been far greater than is easily ter is available and the water supIn fact, in pleading guilty to murder realized. Apart from the losses of the ply for this land has been provided at
in the first degree, I have placed my campaign and battlefields, it has a higher cost than previously had been
considered practicable.
life In the hands of the state.
plunged a majority of the province
"Such a condition means that the
(Signed) "JAMES B. M'NAMARA."
into poverty and famine, it has stop
Murder in the First Degree.
ped all commerce and trade, crippled land actually irrigated must bear the
After the reading of the confession, agriculture and Industry and divert- expense for the idle land, or that the
Judge Bordwell asked:
ed practically every penny of tax rev investor in irrigation must wait in
"Is that statement correct?"
definitely for returns upon his money.
enue from the purposes of peace.
"It is," said McNamara.
His own legitimate burden is all the
Is Profitable.
Brigand-ignew settler possibly can bear and con"Then the court finds," said the
is
almost
the
only
Brigandage
judge, "that the degree of guilt of the
sequently the investor must carry the
hitha
r'.
the first do4 erto peaceable and orderly.people
defendant is murder-i'.'
Millions load.
gree."
"There is little doubt that most of
are starving within a radium of a fc.w
"James B. McNamara, you may hundred miles of
In in our irrigation enterprises are practicShanghai.
stand," he said.
to able and would succeed to the satisnumbers
there
are
creasing
brought
name?"
full
"What is your
faction of all concerned if all the land
accounts
this
or
ar.d
vi
robberies
city
"James Boyd McNamara," said the olence
and ven the Killing of Euro- for which water is provided were proprisoner.
or one-haducing returns but
The court then began a formal state peans has ceased to be exception In
s
or
of the land can
the absence of law and order. Close
the
for
indictment
the
ment, reciting
not carry the whole load.
murder of Charles J. Haggerty upon observers are more and more uneasy
"The conclusion is obvious, what
the
for
prospects
regarding
foreignwhich McNamara pleaded guilty and
the west needs now is not more irri
asked McNamara if be had any state- ers in the immediate future.
Both sides are financially close to gation works but more Irrigating."
ment to make.
The total acreage irrigated in sev
and realize that there
bankruptcy
said.
have
he
"I
not,"
enteen
western states in 1909 was 13.- need
first
to
is
establish
credit.
"Have you anything to say?" the
as compared with 3,631,381 in
739,499
court asked of District Attorney Fred
1889.
In 1889 California stood first
CLARENCE DARROW RECEIVED
ericks.
with 1,004,233 acres, Colorado second
A FEE OF $50,000.
No Dickering.
and Montana third. In 1909 these three
or
no
"There has been
dickering
states still held the
places with
bargaining in this matter," replied He Should Soon Be Ready to Join the Colorado first withhighest
2 792,032 acres,
that official.
Class of Capitalists and
California was second with Montana
Counsel on the other side are well
. Desert Socialism.
third, and Idaho a close fourth.
aware of the usual custom of granting
A fact brought out by the census is
clemency to persons pleading guilty. By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
a large percentage of the acrethat
This defendant by so pleading has
New York, Dec. 5. "Not less than
insettled for all time a question which $50,000," was the fee received by Clar- age was irrigated by
otherwise would always have been in ence Darrow, for his services in de- dividual84 and partnership enterprises,
per cent of the whole being
doubt. He saves the state great ex fending the McNamara brothers in the about
included in this character by the folpenditures and served the state in Los Angeles dynamiting cases, accordlowing:
other ways."
ing to a declaration made here today
United States Reclamation Service,
The defendant will arise," said by Frank B. Morrison, secretary of the
395,646 acres.
Judge Bordwell, and then commented American Federation of Labor, and
U. S. Indian service, 172,912 acres.
upon McNamara's declaration that he custodian of the McNamara defense
Act enterprises, 288,553 acres.
Carey
funds.
did not intend to destroy life.
Irrigation districts, 533,142 acres.
-
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STREET.

By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., Dec. 5. A mob of

',

By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, Calif. Dec. 5 James

e

one-thir- d

Insurance Matters.
Democrats In a Hurry.
Lienau, deputy insurweak.
ance commissioner, will leave tomor Washington, D. C, Dec. 5. The
row for New York City where he win Democratic members of the House
Read
Wabash preferred lost 2
.attend the meeting of the Insurance Ways and Means Committee, it was
Union
American Car 1
1
ing
commissioners of the United States, announced today, probably will begin
Pacific, Lehigh Valley, Norfolk and
a meeting of great importance to the work on cotton and woolen tariff re
Missouri Pacific, L. & N.,
Western,
insurance interests of the country. At vision bills without waiting longer for
U.
S.
and amalgamated copsteel
this meeting projected legislation I the report of the tariff board and the
per, 1.
It.
accompanying
condition
President's
message
and
the
will be discussed
and
Virginia Carolina jumped 9
at manv casualty companies and their Representative Underwood has call
United States Express fell lour
& R. G. PUMP HOUSE
method of settling recent claims, 'ine ed a conference on the subject tomor
for
DESTROYED BY FLAMES points.
presidents' of the several casualty row hi which the tariff program
be determay
session
The
of
the
Announcement
attendance.
in
present
will
be
companies
Fire at Gunnison, Colorado, ' Disar plan of the Wabash resulted In heavy
Association of Life Insurance Presi- mined, v
ranges Railroad Operations
sales of the securities. The common
dents will hold joint sessions with the
NICHOLAS GALLES SUCCUMBS
for the Day.
commissioners.
went down .hree points to seven,
'
TO CANCER OF FACE. (By Special Leased wire to New Mexican) and the
to 18, the lowSupreme Court.
preferred 4
of
Gunnison Colo., Dee. 5. Fire
The morning session of the Terri-since 1908.
est
figures
torial Supreme Court opened with all He Was an Indian Fighter and Was unknown origin discovered at
The four per cent bonds yielded
A Murderer at Heart.
Prominent Practicai'.y andHRRR o'clock this morning, destroyed the
. the
Active selling else
judges on the bench. The follow- -'
to 51
circumstances are against GENERAL REYES CONFINED
The
nouse
uran&
Kio
Acoi
ine
Denver
pump
and
Prominent Politically
was a slight-rally- .
ing four cases came before the court:
statement " he said. "A man
TO BED WITH ILLNESS
!
that
de Railroad Company, xrhe pumps are where ceasec and there
tive as a Businessman.
Case 1369, Richard dl Palma and
The close was steady.
who will place 16 sticks of dynamite
out of commission with, a resulting
Bernard Ruppe, appellee, vs. X ' A.
in a place where you. as a printer Report That He Had Gone to Join the
"Weinman and Joseph Barnett, appe- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) disarrangement of railroad- - operations
REYISTA FUNDS FURNISH
knew gas was burning in many places
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 5. A tel
Rebels in Mexico Appears to
llant, Judgment modified; remlttiture of
'
BAIL FOR' MEXICANS. and knew many were toiling, mu?t had
egram received here this afternoon SIX RACES ARE BOOKED V
Be Unfounded.
$770.00 having been filed.
no regard for life; must 'have been
FOR JUAREZ TOMORROW
Case 1237, the Arizona and Colo- says that Nicholas Galles, Banker,
heart and undeserving
V
rado Railroad Company of New Mex- merchant, big property owner and
of Accused Men Has Been a murderer at
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
of clemency."
New Mexican) Hearing
ing
San Antonio, Texas, Dec. 5. GenTomor.
ico, appellee, vs. The Denver and Rio wealthy resident of Las Cruces, died (By Special teased Wire to
Two
O'clock
for
Set
5.
Entries for
Juares, Mex., Dec.
For reasons other than such a plea eral Bernardo Reyes, accused of vio(Grande Railroad Company, appellant, this morning at 10 o'clock in a hospirow
Afternoon.
:U
'
tal at El Paso, where he was being tomorrow:
of noiWntent, Judge Bordwell Aet lation of the neutrality laws and in
motion for rehearing denied, j
f
First race, selling, five and
tie would impose the penalty of whose name several insurrections are
clared,
Case 1437, the community ditches treated tor cancer oi the face..
(By Soecltu leased Wire to New Mexican) imprisonment for life.
He was prominent In Indian cam furlongs. under way in Mexico, tas not left San
or Acequias of Tularosa Townsite, a
X Flying D'Or 95; Ethel Wicks, First
El Paso, Texas, Dec. 5. Bonds fur
batJ. McNamara came next. The Antonio, as was reported last night. It
John
corporation, appellant, vs. The Tul- paigns and too part In several
bank
resulted
local
nished
a
Mamie McDee,
today
by
arosa Community Ditch, W. D. Tip- tles with the. famous Apache, Geroni-m- Fashion, Sam Connor,
Llewellyn Iron Works indictment was was announced today the general is
He was a leading Republican, Dog Star, Defy 100, Sklllute, Lake in the realease of several Mexicans, read to him by the judge.
confined to his residence by illness.
ton, et al., appellee, of Otero county,
arrested last week on suspicion of
and
been receiver of the federal Tahoe 103; Don't Say No, 108.
had
submitted.
and.
Plea for Clemency.
argued
Second race, selling five furlongs being Mexican revolutionists. Unit
Case 1425, George A. Davison, land office at Las Cruces.
He said he had nothing to say. Dis IRON WORKERS HAVE
X Wild Bear, 95; Moralight, 97 ed States officials see in this incident
ENORMOUS SLUSH FUND.
trict Attorney Fredericks, however,
plaintiff and Etta Owens defendant, INDICTMENTS
for
Errant Lady, 102; John Heck. 105 confirmation
AGAINST E.
appellees, vs. Citizens National Bank
X Serenade, Lilly La- that a large supply of Reylsta funds said that as in the other case, the
Ben
113;
TJncas,
G. LEWIS QUASHED.
Priviof Roswell defendant, appellant, of
yers, LyteCnight, Unlucky, Sparkett, is on deposit here. The hearing of plea of guilty permitted consideration President Frank M. Ryan Hat
John
the
Half Million
'Chaves county, argued and submit-- .
defendant
of
but
that
pleaded
Disbursing
lege
H.
2
been
set
for
John
has
Sheehan
men
114;
arrested'
Zulu,
p
St Louis Publisher Had Been Indicted Dactylis,
.ted.
.
Without Accounting.
McNamara, be given "a few years
119k- m., Wednesday.
for Using Uncle Sam's Mails
W ter Commissioners.
at freedom at the end of his life."
Third race, selling five furlongs:
Executed.
Thirteen
Reyistas
'
to Defraud.
The Territorial Board of Water
Judge Bordwell declared that the (Bv Sneclal Leased Wire to New' Mexican)
X Melts, 105;-Earlene, 109; Jim Mexico City. Mex.. Dec. ft. Thir
James B. McNamara
Commissioners met yesterday after
strictures
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 5. That
mc, veno von, nu; Tommy
twig teen insurrectionists captured Frlaay would alsoagainst to him.
M. Ryan, as president of the
Frank
apply
noon, but adiourned without handing (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) 113; Mike Molett, Matt O'Connell Sal at
Halacho, Yucatan, after their com
was not be Iron Workers Association, has a fund
he
declared,
down any decisions.
Clemency,
It was left to St.. Louis, Mo., Dec. 6. United vage, 114 J Flying Feet, Tim Judge, panions
had been routed by state
' ' the discretion of the
Annual Interest troops, were shot without formality cause of merit as to intent He then of $500,000, continually replenished,
president, Chas. States District Judge Jacob Trieber to 115; Bellsnlcker,
indictment
the
day
quashed
to
against
an
imposed sentence of fifteen years in that he is privileged to disburse as he
write
opinion in the
Faneuil Hall, 119, Archdoldham. 122. of trials.
Springer,
San Quentin penitentiary, one more sees fit without making detailed ac
O. M. Lee case, No. 147. , Besides Mr. E. G. Lewis, charging him with using
Fourth race, selling six furlongs:
to defraud, and uphe?d the X China, 97;
than had been predicted.
count, was the statement of Leo M.
year
Widow,
Springer, Venceslao JaramUIo was the malls
Oxer, Winning
'
In abatement filed by the attor
from
were
taken
McNamaras
The
FOR
pleas
ORGANIZED
Snow
RELIEF
Rappaport, counsel for the association.
Oscar
Sa
absent
105; Quartermaster, Nimbus, 106;
being
present,
neys for Harry M. Coudrey and the bago, 108.
COLORADO DRY FARMERS the court room back to the jail.
Goes to Road Congress.
Burns Tells Another 8ecret,
REORGANIZATION OF WABASH
f
Fifth race, selling five and
Territorial Engineer Charles D. other defendants in the Twin Insur
IS DETERMINED UPON.
Ohio, Dec. 5. Shown
Cleveland,
Miller will leave this evening for ance cues except Harry B. Gardner, furlongs:
With
Latter Have Been Smitten
of
confession
McNamara's
B.
James
BUI
103
:
to
attend
Anderson,
McAlan,
the
100;
Arizona,
Phoenix,
Drouth and Considerable Sufto New Mexreaa
WICKERSHAM TAKEN ILL
the Los Angeles Times dynamiting (B Sneclal Leaned Wre
.Southwestern Road - Congress . as
Sleepland, Thistle Rose, Lawn, Mc- Is Reported.
New York, Dec. 5.
fering
AT CABINET MEETING.
J.
William
Detective
here
today,
Guln,. Evelina, Mannasseh, 105; Droml
representative of the New Mexico
.
.
declared that it is only part- of the Wabash Railroad Company was
108.
t ,
Good Roads Commission.
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Burns,
(By
determined on today at a meeting of
Leased
Wire te New Mexican)
(By Special
Sixth race, selling, seven furlongs
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.New Mexico, was in El Paso Satur- suddenly 111 while attending the cabbank, Lady Macy, 106 ; Boana, Leo the relief of residents in the dry farm and flooded with gas the place where
day en route from Santa Fe to his inet session today. Mr. Wlckersham pold, Kootenay, Heretic, ButterbaU ing .sections of eastern .Colorado
who the suit case filled with dynamite he did not intend the entire destruc- was reported not to be In serious
.
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acres.

enterprises,

4,646,039

Commercial enterprises,
1,444,806
acres.
Individuals and partnerships, 6,258,-40- 1
acres.
A lengthy table showed thait in
1910, existing enterprises were ready
to supply 19,335,711 acres of land with
water. The larger part of this additional acreage was in five states.
Colorado reported over one million
acres, Idaho and California each reported a little less than a million
acres and Montana and Wyoming each
showed over half a million.
The acreage reported as. included
in projects is 31,112,110, an increase
of 17,372,611 over the acreage irrigated in 1909. This additional acreage is
distributed among the states in about
the same proportions as in 1909, except that Oregon reports nearly 2,
acres. Much of this land under
ditch but not yet irrigated is undoubtedly in farms which are already taken
up but only partially irrigated.
000,-00-

REQUEST OF TEA
IMPORTERS

DENIED.

More Stringent Test to Detect ArtifU
etal Coloring WHI Not Be Adopt,
ed by the Government.

one-hal-

.

.

.

Trans-poaren-

t,

cur-tnts- r

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Dec. 6. The request of the eastern tea importers

that the treasury department adopt
a more stringent test of tea to detect
artificial coloring, was denied by the
secretary of the treasury today. ;
' The
present method" of analysis
adopted in October and uniform
throughout the United States will not
be altered. An appeal will probably
he taken to the Customs Conrt.
-
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

Store
The Little
tothe Front
Always

Cooking and Baking
WE

Bap

HAVE THEM.

We'll have THANKSGIVING TURKEYS for our Customers

Bananas,

Oranges,

Nuts,

Grape Fruits,

Plum Pudding.
Crnberries,
And All Kinds of Vegetables.

CERY

WN
WE

Santa Fe.

Southern Corr.or Plaza.
TICKETS
GIVE REGISTER

Telephone No.

ALL

WITH

CD.

CASH

40.

PURCHASES.

The Delicatessen Store
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Fresh
Our Bakery is always going.

Bread and Cakes every day

:

:

:

:

:

19

LOUIS NAPOLEON

Black.

AND

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFaLFA

STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in

SEED.

bulkand packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

i

phone Black

ru
ur?nr
llCKVll

v

r-?-

LrCVJ

45

Phone Black

45

SPECIAL SALE
at

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
WATCH FOR BIG AD

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

COMPANY

N

d
are ordering in
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
and Arizona purchasers.
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
car-loa-

LEARN ARD &

Established 1900
Albuqurque, New Mexico
Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.

L1NDEMANN
E, M.

"

CO.

J. CRICHTON

R.

LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

" The
Quality Coal."

333 HICKOX STREET,
Near Union Depot
PHONE, RED 100.

'""'

r rv nr
FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For hire at papular prioos

CCaiCI'S

HACK

mi

i

"

nm

COMICI, Pres.

Phone Blaek 112.

-

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

ANDPUYERS.

Real love making by a drummer was
Heartburn, Gas, Dyspepsia and Other
the unique feature of "The Traveling
Stomach Misery Ended With a
' Little
Salesman" last night at the Elks' theDiapepsin.
ater and the sight was enjoyed by a
"it what you just ate is souring on large and appreciative audience. The
your stomach or lies like a lump of traveling man has been seen in a
lead, reusing to digest, or you belch great many plays but the character
gas and eructate sour, undigested drawn from life by James Forbes is
than
food, or have a feeling of Dizziness, nearer to the real "drummer"
Heartburn, Fullness, Nausea, Bad anything that has beeu seen in Santa
taste in mouth and stomach headache Fe.
The locale of the play is Grand
this is Indigestion.
A full case of Pane's Diapepsin Crossing, a middle western town. The
costs only 50 cents and will thorough- - play opens on Christmas day, tha risly cure your
stomach, and ing curtain disclosing the interior of
leave sufficient about the house in the conventional village railroad stacase some one else in the family may tion. Bob Blake, the drummer, who
suffer from stomach trouble or Indi- must spend Christmas in the village,
meets the attractive ticket agent, Beth
gestion.
Ask your pharmacist to show you Elliott, and immediately falls in love
the formula plainly printed on these with her.
Beth owns an apparently worthless
cases, then you will understand why Dyspeptic trouble of all piece of property that adjoins the
kinds must go, and why Diapepsin right of way which acquires sudden
value on account of projected railroad
always relieves sour,
stomachs or Indigestion in five min- improvements. Blake's employer is
utes. Diapepsin is harmless and acquainted with the intentions of the
tastes like candy, though each dose railroad through a leak at headquar
contains power sufficient to digest ters and conceives the idea of de'
and prepare for assimilation into the frauding the pretty ticket agent. Then
blood all the food you eat; besides, it the good hearted Blake gets into the
makes you go to the table with a game thwarts the scheme of his emhealthy appetite; but, what will please ployer and wins the love of the girl.
you most, is that you will feel that The unfolding of the plot cenlters
your stomach and intestines are clean around the delightfully refreshing and
and fresh, and you will not need to unconventional love making of the
resort to laxatives or liver pills for drummer. The whole is a very good
Biliousness or Constipation.
exposition of the character of the road
This city will have many Diapepsin salesman.
cranks, as some people will call them,
Dorothy Grey, the leading lady, is
;but you will be cranky about this a charming Beth and her interpretaif
splendid stomach preparation, too,
tion of the part displayed no mean
you ever try a little for Indigestion or ability.
Gastritis or any other Stomach
Mrs. Babbitt and Mrs. Dawson, two
misery.
comic village characters, are well
now.
Get some Pape's Diapepsin,
played by Freda Slemon and Sherry
this minute, and forever rid yourself Snyder respectively.
of Stomach Trouble and Indigestion.
Don MacMillan, the leading
man
seems to have beem made for the part
JES' BE GLAD.
of Bob Blake, the jolly, smooth oi
Jes' be glad, oh, Mister Man.
His
speech and keen cuit salesman.
Be the gladdest that you can;
"tea" party in the Elite hotel, introGlad you're decent, square and true;
ducing the poker game, with its
Glad you're friends ere lovin' you;
comic situations, portrays well the life
slide
to
let
Glad you're abie
on the road with its serious and comic
All that's modest, good ana Kind;
features. Mr. MacMillan carries the
Glad you're able to slide
part well and is always the capable
Selfishness and foolish pride.
actor in the
drummer.
The three other drummers of the
Jes' be glad, oh, Mister Man,
comedy, Ted Watts, John Kimball and
Glad some other feller can
William Henry Dawson, are played
See in you the gleam of gold;
skillfully by Arthur Norberg, Richard
Glad some trustin' one can hold
Stoneleigh and George Mansfield, reOnto you and swear by you
spectively.
Knowin' that you're straight and true
Julius, the negro porter, bell boy
Glad to say your life has paid.
and general handy man about the
Glad at last you're not afraid.
hotel is an amusing character with a
ROBERT V. CARR. fund of
witty repartee.
Franklin Royce (Edward H. Clayton) together with Martin Drury
AROUND THE STATE
Glassford), his unscrupulous employer, and whose tool he was. were
"good" villains who did not overwork
Measles at Taos.
their parts.
An epidemic of measles at Taos
Bill Crab, Ben Cobb, Perce Gill and
has about run its course.
the conductor were the every day factors in the life on the road and they
Beat His Mother.
furnished a study in character that
Manuel Maestas of Llano, Taos was
amusing and instructive.
beatTaos
for
at
was
Jailed
county,
The play tig new in its third year
ing his mother.
but it continues to draw good "houses"
because it exploits a field hardly
Ten Dollars for Drunk.
touched by playwright before.
Nicolas Torres was grven $10 fin
The scenery wag not elaborate beand costs at Albuquerque for drunk cause no great scenic effects were
enness.
necessary to the developing of the
plot and the costuming was simple
but accurate and in keeping with the
Disobeyed His Mother.
Samuel Montoya was sent to Jail
for ninety days at Albuquerque for
THE DOCTOR QUESTION
disobeying his mother. The sentence
was imposed by Justice of the Peace
Romero.
Much Sickness Due to Bo.vei
Disor
ders.
Woman Given Thirty Days.
A doctor's first question when con
Prancisoa Baca, who it is alleged, &u!ttd by a patient
"Are your
U a person of ill fame
Albuquer bowels regular?" He knows that 98
que, was up before Justice Romero per cent of illness is attended with infor permitting a boy of less than le- active bowels and torpid liver, and
gal age to frequent her house. She that this condition must be removed
was given thirty days in Jail for va- gently and thoroughly before health
can be restored.
grancy.
Rexall Orderlies are a positive,
Taos Loses Good Editor.
pleasant,and safe remedy for consti
J. Wight Giddings, at one time pation and bowel disorders in gener
lieutenant governor of Michigan, al.. We are so certain of their great
has retired from the Taos Valley curative value that we promise to reNews, of which he was the editor, turn the purchaser's money in every
and will leave Taos. This is a great case when they fail to produce en
loss to Taos whether Taos knows it tire satisfaction.
or not. Giddings was versatile, a
Rexall Orderlies are eaten like can
booster, a hustler, and from his pen dy, they act quietly, and aid in proflowed some of the most iridescent ducing a soothing,
strengthening,,
gems of Journalistic literature in the healing influence on the entire intes
Southwest.
tinal tract. They do not purge, gripe,
cause nausea, flatulence,
excessive
Andrews Helped.
looseness, diarrhoea, or other annoy
"Captain Simpson received, this ing effect They are especially good
week, four more monuments for the for children, weak persons, or old
old veterans, buried in the cemetery folks. Three sizes, 10c, 25c, and 50c.
here and they will be placed as soon Sold only at our store The Rexall
as possible. They were secured by Store. The Fischer Drug Co., 232
Captain Simpson, through the aid of San Francisco St.
Delegate Andrews, whose efforts tot
the old soldiers have been conspicu
ous during his career in Congress. WOOD'YS HACK LINE
He worked, unceasingly for the accomplishment of this result in securProm
ing these monuments for the veter
BARRANCA
TO TAOS
ans buried here and deserves the
thanks of this community for his ef- Meets Both North
South
forts." Taos Valley News.
happy-go-"luck- y

j

(An-die-

Bounds Trains.

luojlee and eadflo hersee,
THEODORE

PLAYS

j

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
Phone,

INDIGESTION GOES
IN FIVE MINUTES.

K M.

With the Coming of Middle Age,
There is a lettine down in the Dhyai
cal forces often shown in annoying
and painful kidney and bladder ail

ments

and

urinary Irregularities.
are a splendid
regulating and strengthening medicine at such a time. Try them. Sold
by all druggists.
Foley Kidney Pills

T""

.

SMEAR

CUTICURA
Soap and Ointment

Vac
n ir If
I vs. riri
LJl lillY
II

It

a

food-bevera-

ge,

tea or even Cocoa

MRS. GOOD COOK:
MR. GOBLER ESPECIALLY REQUESTS THAT HE BE CARV
ED WITH
A BRAND NEW
CARVING SET.
OUR CARVING KNIVES WILL CARRY A RAZOR EDGE AND
AND MAKE CARVING QUICK AND EASY.
YOU'LL BE. GLAD TO HAVE YOUR FRIENDS
DINE WITH
YOU IF YOU HAVE NEW KN IVES, FORKS AND, SPOONS FOR
TABLE. COME AND SEE OURS.

No other emollients do so much
for pimples, blackheads, red,
rough and oily skin, itching,
scaly scalps, dry, thin and falling
hair, chapped hands and shapeless
nails. They do even more for
and disfigured infants.

rut

skin-tortur-

Phone

14.

The music was furnished by Morri-- !
son's orchestra and was of that quali-- !
ty wnicn tne local musicians always
dispense.

It

If Its Hardware We Have

FRANK

spirit of the play.

EDITORIAL

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Although Cutlcura Soap and Ointment are
sold by druggists and dealers everywhere, a liberal
booklet on the can.
sampla of each, with
and treatment of skin and hair, will be sent, post-Ire- e.
on application to "Cutlcura," Dept. A. Boston.

Phone 14

F. GORMLEY,

Handsome

FLASHES.

The Cost of Advertising.
single page in a single issue in
the Century magazine taken for advertising purposes costs $500; in Harper's $400; in other prominent magazines, from $350 down to $100. A year
ly advertisement of one column in
the Chicago Tribune costs $26,000; in
the New York Tribune costs S29.nfW)l
for the lowest and $85,000 for the
highest rates; in the New York Herald the cost for the lowest rates is
$36,500 and $349,000 for the highest
priced column. Yet one can see that
these papers are always full of ad
vertisements, even at these enormous
prices. Won't this make the man feel
funny who pays $10 a year for advertising and struts about town posing as
a liberal advertiser? No more than
you can eat enough in one day to last
you a week can a business man advertise enough in one week to last a
year. Clay Center, Kas., Times.

Handsoir.e

XMAS

A

GIFTS

GIFTS

:
S

s5

s

SANTA CLAUS
Phone 6619 Black.

s

O

o

IS AT OUR STORE. COME
AND SELECT YOUR GIFTS.
A LARGE SUPPLY AT
SMALL COST.
Santa Fe, New Mex.

Why Import Mineral Water ?
WHEN

:

.

YOU CAN GET

THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

AN ALARM AT NIGHT.

That strikes terror to the entire
household Is the loud, hoarse and
metallic cough of croup. No mistak
ing It, and fortunate then the lucky
parents who keep Foley's Honey and Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
Tar Compound on hand. H. W. Cas- KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
selman, Canton, N. Y., says: "It is
worth its weight in gold. Our little
MINERAL
CO.
children are troubled with croup and
hoarseness, and all we give them Is
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. I
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
always have a bottle of it In the
house." Sold by all dureelsts.

THE SANTA FE

Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

C AI
OlLLp

Modern Residences for Rent.

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
RETURNS THURSDAY

WATER

Proved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and fancies; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in lheEspanoIa Valley with the Very Best of water
rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Barfain.F

FOR

I Un

R M. JONES.

AND FRIDAY

103

Palace Ave.

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. F. O. Brown, Agent. '
Phone Red

No. 23.

Phone. Red

oal

No. 21

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed an
your thirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

PHONE RED 122

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

7

Z&W.TbVW,
Telephone

Lump

CERRILL08

85

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

.

Ftoe Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Caii up 'Phone 9
'

When in Meed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

p.Ba..P.rm.

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

.

V.---

much to be preferred to coffee,
. .

...

PURE OLIVE OIL has a palatable, nutty flavor; even the children
like itand they may have it.
. Good for all sorts of Salads and for Cooking, too.

Steam Coal.

LIVERY STABLE'

La Salle Restaurant

... ... ,

Wood

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
CHAS. QANN, Prop.

RATON
YANKEE

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

.

DRINK OLIVE OIL
Is

5, 1911.

KEEP THE

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Telephone II.
the north bound train and arrives at Two Doors Below P. Andrews Stei
Taos at 7 p. m.
Regular Meals 25 cents..
Ten miles shorter than any other
Rooms for Rent 25c and, 50c
Short Orders at All Heui
way. Good covered- hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.ui
furnished commercial men to take in
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo French Noodle Order 20c a dlsn,
New York Chop Suey 50c
Station.

........ ......

DECEMBER

TUESDAY,

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

V

DECEMBER

TUESDAY,

PAGE THREE

5, 1911.

REDUCTION SALE

PITZ

Silk Umbrellas, Regular Price, $7.50
Sterling Detachable Pure
OUR SPECIAL
PRICE,

Brass Ink Stands, 75c. to $1 50
Brass Candlesticks, 50c to $2.50
Brass Book Racks, $2.50

$5-5- 0

Stfve Mesh

Shop Bags

he

Bags-Leat-

Our immense stock will be sold at reduced prices.

A LONG FELT WANT
Confa P'c nnlv nlnrp where SUITS
and made in the City
ARE CUT-FI- T

Fine

We make

Imported

the

Clothes

ness an

such as you

Art. Every

can only

Garment

see in the

is made by

Big Cities.

Experts

W

We have

ffl

Them.

CAN
DO IT.

FOR LADIES

Ji

Busi-

in Their

Line.

FOR GENTS

$2 5.00

$20.00

UP

UP
Work Will Please You
Promptness will Satisfy You
Many years of experience means
Work that cannot be equaled and a
trial order will convince you.

FOWLER

IKES

MEIERS
ESS

FIRST

W. L. DeCLOW,

OF THE FIRST

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

STATE LEGISLATURE

He Pleads For Reclamation
of Swamp as Well as
Arid Lands
THE EXTENSION

Eighty

OF IRRIGATION

I have
recently secured a special ra te by express by which I can ship
jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rapids, la., to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at e orresponding rates.

Million Acres In Low
Lands Should Be

Drained'

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

Chicago, Dec. 5. President
A. Fowler speaking at the
of the nineteenth national irriga
tion congress here today, advocated
amendments to the national irrigation
act and urged the reclamation of
swamp lands as two of the most im
portant matters for discussion by the
congress.
"More than nine years have passed
since the national irrigation act became a law and the reclamation service was organized," Eaid President
Fowler in taking up the subject of the
"As anticiamendments.
proposed
pated by its friends, the act has in
practice demonstrated some weaknesses, which could not be foreseen,
but ought now to be corrected.
"1. The time limit of ten years in
which to return to the government
in equal annual payments the cost of
construction of a project Is now recognized as too short, and the necessity
of an extension is admitted.
"2.
Theoretically, irrigated lands
under any government project ought
to furnish the best of security for con
servative mortgage loans at low in
terest But outside capital hesitates
to offer itself for such loans because
in case of foreclosure, the act operates against the mortgagee and pre
from se
vents him as a

General Express Forwarders
TO

4

and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

4t i

Payable

7

Throughout

w

t)

J, i.

.

U.

and all Foreign
Countries

S., Canada, Mexico

-

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

j j j

J.

Age. 48 years.

positons In Dona Ana county
under Republican
administrations,
such as deputy sheriff, county commissioner and member of the terrl
torial legislature for two terms.
Mr. Moreno is sole owner of the
Moreno Drug Company of Las Crt
ces and has been in the business n
quarter of a century. Mr. Morwo is
e
man in every sense of
a
the word and besides being a prosperous businessman,, is an extensive
real estate owner. He attended the
public schools and l'ke so many prosperous and prominent New Mexicans,
Colis a graduate of St. Michael's
lege.
Mr. Moreno has taken an active .interest in civic and school affairs. He
has been a school director and since!
the incorporation of Las Cruces, a
town trtistee. He served a term as
assessor of Dona Ana county.
Governor Otero appointed Mr. Mop
eno a regent of the New Mexico
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, and also a member of the Territorial Board of Pharmacy, twelve
years ago, to which Governor Milis
Mr. Moreno is
reappointed him.
s
president of the
Alliance and is a member of Ihe
Circle, the Woodmen and of the Eiks.
He married Miss Adela Siphenson
in 1897. Mrs. Moreno is a member of
one of the best known families oi
Dona Ana county.

sjportant

X

Tailor Q
(Capital
SYUFY&

-

Red
Cross

g

s

UR HOLIDAY STOCK affords
a fine footwear treat for the
whole family. At this time

O'

the year always finds our store
full of bright, new goods, suitable
for all occasions. We can show
you the most satisfactory shoe
for either full dress, evening wear
or for your stay at home.
of

Would it not be possible for you to
arrange for a visit of inspection, It is a
pleasure to show you what we have
without urging you to buy.

SHOES FOR CHILDREN.

Pat. Kid, Gun Metal,

$1.00

ViciKid,

Felt Slippers in Red
and Blue,

.

-

pH

to $3.00

.75 to

1.50

SHOES FOR WOMEN.
Russia Tan, Suede,

Velvet, Gun Metal,

Pat. Kid, Vici Kid,
Felt Slippers in all

Public Education

$2.00 to $5.00

Colors,

No Man is Stronger
Than His Stomach

.75 to 2.00

SHOES FO MEN.
Tans, Gun Metal, Pat.

Fostep-MUbur-

Kid and Vici Kid,

Felt and Leather

Hotel Arrivals.

i-

Agent.

Suggestions

Spanish-America-

o

D. BARNES,

Holiday

PRISILIANO
MORENO,
,
Member of the House From Dona Ana County.

1

"V

of The World

Save Money

self-mad-

Seals

Parts

All

In drug business at Las X
curing title. This ought to be reme
3S
Cruces 25 years.
died in the Interest of both sides.
Educated in public schools X
that
3.
Experience has shown
and at St. Michael's College at X
wnen any project is more man nau
X
Santa Fe.
completed, acreage property has so
X
School director.
X
appreciated In value that the oppor-- j
, Assessor.
tunity for the speculator as such or.
X
Town trustee.
the large capitalist has gone forever,
of Agricultural Col- - X
Regent
own-and the time has come when the
v-WHY NOT PLACE YOUR ORDER FOR A
lege.
er should no longer be required to
of
Member
Territorial
AN
SUIT OR
OVERCOAT WITH THE
live on tnese lanas.
XI
Board of Pharmacy.
of
reclamation
the
Regarding
President of Spanish-- Amer- X
said
swamp lands, President Fowler
X
ican Alliance.
in part:
X
Elk.
"In addition to the land area availX
Woodmen.
able for reclamation through irriga
X
Member of Circle.
are
about eighty million,
tion, there
YOUNG.
owner. X
estate
real
Extensive
acres of swamp and overflow lands
X
Married.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
253 San Francisco Street,
::
not now inhabitable but susceptible
XXXXXXXXSXXX3CXXS
to drainage.
"Though these wet lands are mostA deep student of affairs, both poly along the Gulf and Atlantic 3lopes,
and civic, and prominent in
litical
with considerable areas in the Pa
THEY ALL DEMAND IT.
cific states, they are distributed the political life of New Mexico, Prisevery state. Generally of iliano Moreno of Las Cruces, member
Santa Fe, Like Every City and Town throughout
they would, if re- of the House from Dona Ana county,
great
fertility
in the Union Receivea It
claimed sustain a population of nine- will be quite a factor in the forthty millions of people. While not yet coming session of the first state
People with kidney ills want to be settled or cultivated, except in a
cured. When one suffers the tortures small way, most of the wet lands have
Mr. Moreno was born at Mesilla,
of an aching back, relief Is eagerly been ceded to states and have passed Dona Ana county, in 1862. His fath-intsought for. There are many remedies
private ownership. By far the er Eugenio Moreno, was one of the
today that relieve, but do not cure, greater portion of the area, (for ex--j plonr settlers of Dona Ana county,
Doan's Kidney Pills have cured thou ample, In the lower Mississippi
mother was Teresa Escalante de
Here is Santa Fe evidence gion) is so located that drainage pro- - Moreno. His father held several
sands.
to prove it:
would necessarily effect several
Lino Romero, Palace Ave., Santa states, so that the drainage problem
Bring a Merry Christmas r
Fe, N. Mex., says: "I know that Doan's is essentially interstate, involving! E. H. Sweet, Socorro.
H. H. B. Reeder, Albuquerque.
Kidney Pills live up to the clalnu federal action with that of the states. Al. Coleman, Albuquerque.
Coronado.'
of
one
the
great
"It is clear that
made for them. If I were not con
N. A. Harden, St. Louis.
Taos.
Meyers,
Ralph
tident of th fact, I could never been needs is the extension of reclamation A. C. McElwain, St. Louis.
R. Born, Espanola.
ites
J?
one
one j
Induced to give this medicine my en- over the wet lands, and it is importJ. J. Sauders, Tularosa.
Demetrio Rivera, La Madera.
CENT
vfx-l'dorsement.
CENT jflfl
There was a dull ache ant tnat the action be taken by state O. E. Menizer and wife, WashingS. F. Armbarger, Denver.
'
ana
in
congress
in the small of my back that bothered legislatures
ton, D. C.
EACH
F. M. Armbarger, Denver.
owners
an
at
eany
me and often I was obliged to lay off Hon. witn private
Dr. Brown, Espanola.
N. Armstrong, Willard.
from work for two or three days.' data.
John B. Gill, Washington, D. C.
H. C. Gunlson, Cimarron.
"Thus far no attempt has been made
Doan'a Kidney Pllla hmntht me en.
C. L. Pollard, Espanola.
R. Bentague, Albuquerque.
formulate a policy looking to the Alfred H. Swan, Chicago.
relief
tire
and
the
few
;t
sliaht
attacks
Provide
Seals
Red Cross
Joe Smith, Alamosa.
of f backache I have had since then reclamation of our wet lands by drain
Walter C Lamed, Jr., Chicago.
Meliton Castillo, City.
have quickly yielded to the remedy." age. But it is hoped that the delibera
These Things
O. E. Bailey, St. Paul.
Alfred Herrera, Denver.
Mr. Romero gave the above testi tions of this meeting will at least point
H. McNew, Pueblo.
monial in January, 1907, and when a way to the adoption of a wise mode
t
mterviewed on June 6, 1909, be said: of procedure.
Hospitals and Sanatoria
The swamp land drainage crusade,!
I can speak as highly of Doan's Kid
Diipentariei and Visiting Nurse
ney Pills today as when I endorsed omhrODlnir Da it jtnau mnM than olfrll.
These Prevent Tuberculosis
them two and a half years ago. This ty minion acres oi wet lana, in tniixy
remedy has always benefitted me five states, is a proposition so big, inand Protect Your Home when
volving so many million of dollars and
I have used it."
such vast Interest, individual, state
dealers.
50
all
For
sale
Price
by
Latt Tear $300,000 Worth Wan SoU
can bo
and
national, that it must inspire the
A strong man is strong all over. No man with
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
its
This Year a Million ia Needed from New York, sole agents for the United biggest brained men who could be instrong who is suffering from weak stomach
disease
Red (Jroaa seals
consequent indigestion, or from some other
in its development."
terested
States.
of the stomach and its associated organs, which im
For when the stomach
Remember the name Doan's and
WILL YOU DO YOUR PART?
pairs digestion and nutrition.
T
no
is weak or diseased there is a less of the nutrition
other.
take
On
Cost
Seal
Ctom
only
' Red
contained in food, which is the source of all physical
Cent each, end should be used
When a man " doesn't feel just right,"
strength. 4nMn'
on the back of all Christmas Mail
Patace.
Are You a Seller? ah advertise
! um wall ha. nit iinmmfortflhl A
Las
R.
classified
R.
columns
of
Vegas.
In
the
ment
Larkln,
the
la
root tidahr,
oti itila
stomaoh after eating, is languid, nervous, irritable and despondthe
in
ttraaaaot tar 4mriuto
feeling
'
8. J. Rothwell, Denver.
New Mexican will put your real estate
ent, be is losing the nutrition needed to make strength.
,
For Sale at All Drug Mores and
on (he market effectively. It will put Dr. Harrington, Las Vegas.
Stfcft a jaaar mbould use Dr. Perca'a GoMm JHerfcal
Weltmefa Book store.
mad other
8. M. Feel, enver.
the facts of your property before th
Vlieonrr. It core cTfseMC S of tee etoaMe
the blood,
James A. McDonnell, Kansas City.
orima ot dlfmttom mad nutrition, it onrlot
eyes of alt possible buyet.
nooma
te
Rent?
tarn
Furnlsnear
kldnoyo, aoarimnum
Have you
InrMormUm tno liver, utrentthmno
F. I Edmisten, Alamosa.
TO
BSD
BTREHGTU
adTerttalni
Want
HEALTH
mo
mmd
GIVES
h- -A
th aterrea.
little campaign
J. Eaton, Las Vegas.
Without opiates or harmful drugs
the InWHOLE BOOT.
THE
Atkinson,
to the New Mexican will keep
City.
ot any kind Foley's Honey and Tar George
Yon ean't afford to eeoept a utret nostrum as e substitute tor thk
come from your furnished noma from Compound stops coughs and cures
Maurice Cohen, Chicago.
medicine os known composition, not even taoagh the argent dealer
column are
claislned
The
Montezuma.
lapslnc
colds. Do not accept any substitute.
make a little bigger profit. Ingredients printed on wrapper.
thereby
m
win
and
It
cloaely
C V. Safford, Albuquerque.
always looked up
Sold by all druggists.
them.
um
pay Ton well to

Our

I am arranging to change my business location from Cedar
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable pointnear by. I am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 1,
I would like to
1912, being my first consignment.
correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can also furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.
W. DeCLOW,
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la

Slippers,

I
Where
Quality
Meets
Price

A.

$2.00 to $6.00
1.25 to

3.00
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IN COLORADO.

In some respects the greatest progress in irrigation under conditions
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
similar to those in New Mexico, has
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGE3,
been made in Colorado, although irEditor and President
Vice President.
rigation is not near as old in the CenJOHN K. STAUFFER,
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
tennial State as it is in this commonSecretary-TreasureGeneral Manager.
wealth; Accordin- - to a census bulletEatered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postotfice.
in- issued today, Colorado bas 25,926
irrigated farms or more than twice as
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$2.50 many as New Mexico.
Daily, six months, by mall
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
The acreage
Dally, pei week, by carrier..... .25
1.00 irrigated is 2,792,032 acres, or six
Weekly, six months
IN NEW MEXICO.
.76
carrier...
Dally, per jconth, by
2.00 times the area under irrigation in this
5 Weekly, ner year
Daily, per month, by mail
territory. Colorado has 22,721 miles
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Oallv ner sear, by mail
.50 in
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
ditches, or more than four times
the length of ditches in New Mexico.
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Colorado has spent 155,477,350 for irstocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
The New Mexican 1b the oldest new epaper in New Mexico.
It is sent to rigation works as against less than
domestic
and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
eyery poetotfice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation $10,000,000 spent in New Mexico.
of
transfers
The
cost
acre
been
e
has
average
of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as
the Southwest.
per
amonfc the intelligent and progresilv
people
$13.90 against $13.97 in New Mexico,
liberal terms as are given by any
and the average cost of maintenance
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on conper year in Colorado is 75 cents per
acre and in New Mexico $1.35 per
signments of livestock and products. The bank executes
acre.
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
a
IN ROAD BUILD- would also be a moral impetus,
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistING.
There are $72,450,000 of capital inrapprochement of the people of both
ent
with sound banking.
New Mexico and Arizona have a wcommonwealths in this cause, which vested in the manufacture .of distilled
ould extend to commerce and trade liquor, according to a census bulletin
OFFICERS.
community of interest in Good Roads
Let the Good Roads Congress, at issued today. The cost of materials
Both have similnr probbuilding.
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. READ, Cashier.
used
decide
deflnitelj
annually is $36,000,000 and the
lems to meet and both can learn from Phoenix, therefore,
L. A. HUGHES,
011 a route;
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
possibly on two routes amount paid out in wages $5,000,000,
each other and profit by
New Mexico, therefore, should havethe second to be built, when the first while the value of the product is
completed, and it is certain $205,000,000.
There is perhaps, not
representalion at the Good Roads ,has been
DOth commonwealths
would protii another industry, in which the value
meeting for the Southwest called for that
ON TIME DEPOSITS
immensely, and would succeed in di- of the annual product is so much
this month at Phoenix.
e
ot
than
the
Vrt'ng
greater
of
frans,ream
capital invested,
m,.ain
There was a time, when New Mexi-- j
co and Arizona were one, and only a ii'uuueiuai auiuuiuuiid luunst irav?i the raw material sed, or the wages
coto
no
If
the
is
Southwest.
there
paid out, as in the manufacture of
few years ago, New Mexico voted that
it is just as certain, that the distilled spirits, and certainly no
they should again be one. A glance operation,
route via Denver and Salt Lake, ot other industry that causes so much
at the map shows that they are one, even
the route farther north via
crime, distress and unhappiness for
physiographically as they are ethno- - enne and Reno, will become theCheyfavevery dollar's worth of the output.
logically. They are the slopes ot the
of
who
orite
have
those
desire
the
Not quite 8,000 men are employed by
roof of the continent and the difficuNICOLAS GALLES,
and
to
the
means
a
make
across
trip
the industry, only a fraction of the
lties in road making are common to
Wellknown New Mexican, Who Died Today at El Paso, Texas.
in
the
continent
automobile.
out
number
both.
of work, out of health
put
and out of life by the industry.'
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
However, it is in connection with
THE PAPERS WORTH WHILE.
travel
diverting
6.25; heavy, $6.206.30; packers and 2:20 a. m.
The editor of Life, America's
across the two territories that united
The mere talk of a reduction of the butchers, $6.006.25; lights, $5.60
D. & ft. a. By.
action is especially desirable.
New brightest comic weekly, recently in a tariff on wool has resulted in a loss 6.15;
-$4.005.25.
pigs,
a
Mexico cannot expect this ever grow- lecture,
serious and not a humorous of $2,000,000 cash to New Mexico in
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nortu.
6.00...
Market
Receipts,
Sheep
ing automobile tourist travel to come one, declared that the New York and the sale of wool and lambs this JalL steady. Muttons, $a.004.00; lambs,
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
within its borders if the connecting other metropolitan dailies are inferior To a commonwealth like
MOULTON with $4.256.00; range wethers and yearlNew exkco central Ry.
COMPANY
roads in Arizona are in bad condition, to the newspapers of lesser towns an assessed valuation of this,
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
only
ings, $3.255.00; range ewes, $2.00
and vice versa, Arizona would be cut even though they exceeded them in
it makes a good bit of differ2 east and 1 south and west
4.00.
off high and dry unless New Mexico size. Mr. Masson gave a brief
GENERAL AGENTS.
SANTA FE, N. M.
ence whether $2,000,000 more or less
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
in the effort to make the trans-- ; acterization of the leading New York are in
and every busi3
from
No.
circulation,
east
Stock
Market.
Chicago
continental highway a passable road dailies. The least valuable, as a rule, nessman from banks down to
the
Chicago, 111., Dec. 5 Cattle Refor automobiles.
Travelers acknowl- - he asserted, have the widest circula-edg- e corner
difto
is
feel the
New
Mexican
Comceipts, 7,500. Market slow. Beeves,
Printing
that as to scenic values and as tion because they sacrifice news accu-t- ference. grocer,is oneapt
of the blessings $4.609.25; Texas steers,
It
$4.10
pany has prepared civil and criminal
other attractions, the New Mexico-- ! racy to the sensational. The
of Democratic agitation that the peo- 5.75;
Western steers, 4.507.25; dockets especially lor the use of Jus
on
highway has no equal in the politan papers put the emphasis
should be duly thankful for at stockers and feeders,
3.00 5.75; tlces of the peace. They are especial
United States and no superior any-'th- e
wrong place, and some sensation ple
cows and heifers, $2.005.90; calves, ly ruled, with printed headings, in
where in the world, but travelers also in New York City often is permitted this time.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
either Spanish or English, made erf
$5.508.00.
agree that several links in the two to overshadow an event of internation-feasibl- e
Market good record paper, strongly and dur
Hogs Receipts, 33,000.
Speaking of the New
highways from east to west al importance.
MARKET REPORT 10c lower. Light, $5.506.20; mixed, ably bound, with leather back anc
Window Frames,
Wainscottin
across the two territories are too York papers, he continued. "The
Mouldings,
$5.806.37
heavy, $5.906.40; covers and canvas sides, hall full
Door Frames,
rough and difficult except for the most Herald is the best for foreign news,
Sash, Doors,
Ceiling,
Casings, Base,
the World for the editorial page, the
rough, $5.906.10; good to choice index in front and the fees of justice
interprid.
Closing Quotations.
Run F00ring
Castom
Dry
of
the
and
constables
Times
co-peace
for
printed
New York, N. Y., Dec. 5. Call heavy, $6.106.40; Pigs, $4.256.60;
i
Systematic road building on a
respectable mediocrity, the
in full on the first page. The pages
bulk of sales, $6.006.30.
operative basis would soon eliminate Sun for its literary excellence and money, 4
prime paper, 44
Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
Tribune for its respectability and silver, 55
Market Combined Civil and Crluiiuij .. 4.0t
the latter objection. After both ter-'- .
Mexican dollars, 46
Sheep
Receipts 6,000.
10
are
inches.
books
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work
These
art
weak.
ritories have decided on the route, intense partisanship. However, the copper, 12.70 12.90;
Western,
Native,
$2.504.00!
tin, 45.25
they could both throw convict labor metropolis does not produce the best 45.90; lead, 4.404.50; amalgamated, $2.704.00; yearlings, $4.005.15; made up in civl) and criminal dockets
guaranteed satisfactory and 'prices reasonable.
on these stretches and finish them to papers. We have to go to the smaller 02; sugar, 116
Western, separate of 33 pages each, or with
B.; Atchison, lambs, native, $3.756.00;
solicit
Ws
a
liberal share of your patronage. Estimates cheerfully furnished
both
on
civil
and
bound
criminal
in
a meeting point on the border. New cities to find them."
L. 106
Great Northern, 127; Cen- $4.006.00.
so paze civil ana 320 pagw
dook,
Mexico has already thrown such an Bradford Prince who often spends tral, 106; "Northern
Cotton.
Pacific, 117;
arm to the west from El Camino Real weeks in New York declares he does Reading, 149
New York, Dec. 5. Cotton, spot criminal. To introduce them they art
Southern Pacific
Specifications, Etc.
offered at the following prices
at Socorro, but Arizona has not yet nt learn of the world's news until he 111
closed
quiet 5 points higher. Middling
Union Pacific, 173
Phone Black 33166.
steel,
2.7
Civil
Criminal
or
receives
the New Mexican although he 63; steel,
decided, whether to adopt the pic-- !
uplands 9.35. Middling gulf, 9.6ft
109
pfd.,
45
For
cents
a
for
a4!feonal
slngU
turesque northern route via the Grand reads the big New York dailies.
Sales 400 bales.
Lead and Spelter.
docket, or 55 cents additional for
The three great weeklies, according
Canon, or the more easily traveled
St. Louisj, Dec. 5. Lead; steady
combination docket, they, will be sen)
southern road which vould follow the to Mr. Masson, are the Independent, 4.371-2- ;
Spelter firm 6.85.
Where the Locality Does Not Count. by mail or prepaid express. Cash lis
f
Southern Pacific to a certain extent tne Outlook and the Literary Digest.
and
Grain
Produce.
Wherever there are people suffer- full must accompany order. 8tax
New Mexico finds it feasible to con As to their respective values, he said,
AND
111.,
5.
Dec.
DeChicago,
Wheat
ing from kidney and bladder ail- plainly whether English or Spanish
nect with both, although its; Socorro-- , 11 would be hard to choose. The great cember,
93
May 98
rheumatism printed heading Is wanted.
ments, from backache,
Magdalena road would connect with monthlies that treat the news,. Mr.
Corn December, 61
May, and urinary irregularities, Foley Kidneither, but with a feasible road Masson said, are the Review of
62
Have you rurnishetrnooms to Rent?
ney Pills will help them. Belvidere,
Arizona via the Salt Lak03 and views, Current Literature and World's
Oats December 46
A little campaign Want advertising
Now Under the Same Management.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
May. 49
111., E. A. Kelly, an
says:
Springerville, which would have the:"01(
"Three years' ago my kidneys be- In the New Mexican will keep the in
charm of being far distant from the
Pork January, 15.47
came so bad that I was compelled to come from your furnished rooms from The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital
ordinary routes of travel and would THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.
City of New Mexico. Room
Lard January, 8.92
give up my engine and quite. There lapsins. The classified columns are
take the traveler through a region
All the merchants and every one
en
baths.
Cuisine
suit
with
and
Ribs January, 8.121-21table service unexcelled.
private
was a severe aching pain over the always looked up closely and it will
marvelous for its scenic attractions else who is interested in Santa Fe
to
well
use
Wool.
them.
pay
you
followed
an
of
New Mexico's most feasible route, should be at
inflammation
hips,
by
the meeting of the
St. Louis, Mo., Dec.
THOS. DORAN, Proprietor
Large Sample Rooms.
5
Woo the bladder, and always a thick sedihowever, is the road west of Albu- Chamber of rnmmeroa wHnli n.m v.
and
western
medi ment. Foley Kidney Pills made me
Try a New Mexican want ad. It
querque over the Rio Puerco, and held in the Old Palace at 8 o'clock steady; territory
ums, 1720c; fine mediums, 1618c; a sound and well man. I can not say brings results.
paralleling to a certain extent the tonight.
fine, Hl5c.
too much in their praise." Sold by
Santa Fe railroad.
PIans for the future wrk ot the
Kansas Ci'y Stock Market.
all druggists.
In another phase,
would chamber of Commerce will be
MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 5. Cattl- esuggest- FOR GOVERNMENT
ed and 14 13 h"ed that those best Receipts, 9,000
POSITIONS.
Bw """""I suited
including 2,000 southwill be definitely adopted. Also erns. Market
TIMETABLE
booklet tells about 360,000
ALL
Free
to
10c
steady
higher.
together have four United States the
of suitable offices for Native steers,
protected positions in U. 8. Civil Ser
southern
$5.259.00;
Senators and three Congressmen, whc the question will be
LOCAL TRAINS vice.
More than 40,000 vacancies Short Orders run Day & Night.
secretary
brought up again steers, $4.00 5.50; southern cows
Regular Meals 25c.
working together for the same object 'as it was found that Dr.
lifetime
Hewett and heifers, $3.004.40; native cows
every year,
employment
are in Position to accomplish results, couM not furnish room
Furnuhed rooms in connection. Hot & Cold Baths. Electric Lights
The following are the time table Easy to get Just ask for examina
in the Old and heifers,
Considerable distance of the proposed Paiace
$2.607.00; stockers and f the local railroads:
as suggested at the last
tion booklet
Mexico Civil SerNow
bulls,
$3.50
ieeaers, $4.005.75;
222 San Francisco Street
G. LL'PE HERRERA,
:: ' ; " ::
highway lies across jmg.
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vice School, Albuquerque, N. M., Box
4.75;
iiauuiiai ioresis, inaian reservations
"A. T. & . F. Ry."
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452.
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Leave
a good .ds
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good roads It is these forests and resReturning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10
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vanai will
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be presented.
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p. m.
The Good Roads Congress at Rich
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Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
It is none too early for Santa Fe
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ft
raond, Virginia, last month gave ereat
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
tu iiiau as to how it can get
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arrive
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with profit Come to the meeting tonight and per bottle. Sold
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Only Sixteen More Christmas Shopping Days Left
....GRAND TEA PARTY....
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Seliorman Brothers Comnanv's Santa Clans Tnvlflnd.

They will all be
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there" Miss Mischief "
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will be the Hostess, and " Candy Kid," "Tootsie " Buster Billiken," " Baby Bumps," and 8
the " Dutch Girl " and " Boy " will be among the guests. ,

and Unbreakable, the Mechanical Walking, the "Old Rag," Celluloid. Dressed of
I
CntttMaia ntlA Il in HoaI nt Real new
them we have a large display of Folding
With
English Perambulators, Brass
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Beds, Doll Furniture and Doll Trunks.
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KEEP YOUR EYE ON THIS SPACE- -
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DECEMBER

TUESDAY,

5, 1911.
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UNITED STATES BANK

PEBLiisn!25

4 TRUST CO.

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
1.

B. LAUGHLIN,

President

H. F. STEPHENS,

1

,

Established

Cashier.

Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

1856.

Incorporated

.

Ladies Coats

$

1903.

$

Style and patterns that have

never been shown before.

WE CAN FIT YOU IF YOU GIVE US

A

Mrs. A. B. Renchan will not be at
home tomorrow afternoon.
Mrs. Paul A. F. Walter, 405 East
Palace Avenue, will not be at home
tomorrow.
R. R. Larkin of Las Vegas,
tb
well known school text book man, is
a guest at the Palace.
Charles V. Safford, cashier of the
Bank of Commerce, left for his home
in the Duke City last evening.
United
States Deputy
Marshal
James Smith has returned to Albuquerque from a business trip to Santa
Fe.
"
E. H. Sweet, probate clerk of Socorro county, arrived last night from
the Gem City and is registered at
the Montezuma.

THOSE
A

NoveltyFancyFeathers

Ladies Waists

and Dress Shapes.

Girls and Misses
Aviation caps in endless colors

Men's

MISS A. MUGLER.

1911

is a prominent K. of P., and active in
political and official circles of Union

dan-retur- n

with all its traditions, means above everything else the
of Good Cheer." Our stock has never contained so
CHRISTMAS,
" as it does this year. Personally selected from
the world's best markets, we can show an assortment that cannot
be outdone west of Chicago. Nothing will produce a genuine spirit of Holiday Season so much as a token of your regards. It w ill serve as a "penance"
in a sense, and make you feel that you are still akin to man. We earnestly
urge you to buy early, as you will find it much more satisfactory. Many
of our choicest novelties are already sold and cannot be duplicated this

1

!

colors and patterns

e

A MOST COMPLETE LINE

OF SILK LISLE HOSIERY

SEIIN

nnMPANY
UUllll III!

OUR CHRISTMAS TOYS BRING CHRISTMAS JOYS1 Not only for
the young, but the old folks feel just as young if they are kindly remembered by their friends. Below we mention a few of the many hundreds of
selected presents that will be appropriate :
""

Phone 36

Hosiery, Table Linen, Napkin Sets,
Center
Towels,
Pieces,
Handbags, Music Rolls, Fine Kid
Fancy
Gloves, Fancy Combs, Toilet Articles, Embroidery Sets, Shirst Waist Patterns, Fine China, BeauArticles.
tiful Pictures, Mexican Drawn Work Patterns, Fancy Box Paper, Useful Hand-mad-

rUl

FOR REFO

some of them.
in any

HOIJSES
REAL

& CO.,
W. N. TOWNSEND
-

three-quarte- rs

fifteen minutes.
Oklahoma.
Everyone likes these light, puffy rolls;
B. F. Morris, jjf
Cottolene gives just as fine results as if firm of Morris and
you used butter, and at less expense.
from Santa Cruz

H.

5. KA1E

8

CO,

ESTATE.

119 5an rrancisco

Phone, Red 189.

We take the liberty here to thank our many friends and customers for the
most liberal patronage they have given us during the year drawing to
a close. We shall continue to try and merit your confidence and
patronage by honest dealing and fair prices.

j

a C. WATSON & CO.
BONDS,

5t ft it Where

Prices are

Quality.

"MAS will soon be here.

The practical, useful gift

ing to commission buying. May started unchanged to a shade higher al
4H5-and seemed into 49
clined to keep within that range.
Heavy unloading by longs had a depressing effect on provisions) Initial
transactions varied from last right's
8

is the most highly apprec-

You will find these for Men and
Women and Children at this store. Call

iated.

JULIUS H. OERDES. With

That

THANKSGIVING

HOLIDAY SPECIALTIES
- - SILVER NOVELTIES
in endless array

'

Qold and Silver Jewelry Boxes
NEW DESIONS IN
Neck Chains and Pendants '

Reliable

JcrH.

C. YONTZ,

If

SO

Street

License Numbers,

66-6-

Every
ll interesled aud should know

Owners Are Actually Advertising

I MARVEL Whirling Spray
twiww inginni obipyrinpre.
conen
uestji
lent It clNui&ea

Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.

H, S. KAUNE

abont the wonderful

Bar-- ,

j

4

I

c,

May

at

98

3--

Trade in corn was very slow and
scattered. May opened a shade to
c
c
lower at' 63
to 63
but rallied to 63
Closing
prices were steady with May at 62
a net loss of
Oats displayed a little firmness ow- 8

Next Door to Postoff ice.

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

FOR IMMEDIATE

At tfflir dnunrlfltfor H.
If he cannot supply tbe
accept no
Ajtviiit
hnv- sunn ibunn for
nf hT
Uliutrated book sealed. It ftvM WI,
full ttftrricnlnrfl and direction! in- valuable to ladles. MAIfVEL CO.
44 Ems fM Btrset. MWHH K

SALE

We are offering Six 25 foot Lots
East of South Galisteo Street at

,

.

SNAP PRICES.

::

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Phone. Black No. 52

,

&

:-

::

-:

:-

-:

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

to-da-

order

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE AND

Ain-Zar-

BURDENSOME SUPPLY OF
CASH WHEAT ON HAND.

Wil-

ton Rugs, Fibre Rugs, and many varieties of carpets
to embellish your room and hush the noise of footsteps. Also exquisite screen Lace Curtains to shade
your eyes and " dress up " the parlor. A complete
line of Brass Bedsteads and Furniture of all kinds.

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican'
Tripoli, Dec, 5.A force of 20,000
Italians yesterday attacked and occupied the Turkish Military Camp
on the Oasis of
after a severe battle in which both sides are
reported to have lost heavily.

newspapers, the market for futures
could hardly fail to show weakness. Prices here opened unchanged
to c lower. May started at 99
to 99
the same variation from
last night as the market as a whole.1
followed.
The
A decline to 99
close was steady but ll-2- c lower for

Christmas
Turkey
&
MULLIGAN
RISING, Early.

Also

Sides Losing Heavily.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Dec, 5. With csjsh
wheat here in such burdensome supply that owners were actually advertising bargain sale fashion in the

let us
Have your

Sao Fraociso

d
.of .Them .Attack
Turkish Military Camp Both

of

that make cooking a delight.

c

Twenty-Thousan-

gain Sales in Newspaper of
Chicago.

Turkey?

--

HAVE

1

superintendent of
irrigation for this district in the
United States Indian service, has returned from a business trip to the
Hopi country. Mr. Robinson reports
that two well drilling outfits arrang-- .
ed by the service at Gallup have been
put into the field, one at Zuni, and
one at points in the Navajo country.
This makes four well outfits operated
by the irrigation branch of the serv,
ice.

Satisfied

and see them.

some fine Sets China for the table,
WE asCabinets
Kitchen
many pieces as you wish.

2

H. F. Robinson,

You

Forget Politics and Think of Your Home

down with May at
16.05 to 16.10 for pork; 9.20 to 9.22
Present session of the congress at for lard and 8.42
for ribs.
umcago, wires matmore tnan tiu delegates were there jfrora the Sunshine
state, and were boosting for the great ITALIANS WIN BATTLE
AT OASIS IN TRIPOLI.
southwest In general and New Mexico
figures to 12

in particular.

Where

THE PRICE MAKERS.

THE MASTER TAILORS

mercantile
Clerk, arrived
.yesterday with his
family. Mr. Morris will make his
home here during the school year tn
ordor to send his three children to
the public schools of Santa Fe which
he says are the best to be found anywhere in the country.
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, member of
the board of control of the irrigation
congress from New Mexico, and at the
the

LOWeSl lOr 5aiethe

1

KsasSM

well-beat-

' Furnished and Unfurnished
INSURANCE, SURETY

Folks is too varied

in sterling Spoons and Knives and Forks that we propose to close out, as we do not intend to
If you are looking for bargains in this particular line of suitable
carry this line any more.
presents for the wife, do not overlook this special sale.

;

one-ha- lf

Useful Presents for the Little
and numerous to even mention
You will find here practically anything for your little folks thai is to be found
Xmas store in the large city.

OmUmo' Suitable and

REAL BARGAINS IN SILVERWARE

1

one-ha- lf

lib LAIMCj
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CAD ftENTI E MEN Neckties, Mufflers, Sweaters, Suspenders, Hosiery, Handkerchiefs,
UCH ILCIUCn Toilet Sets, Traveling Sets, Military Brush Sets, Gloves, Etc.

CAD THE I AHIEC Fancy Handkerchiefs, Fancy

j

,

5

"

rUI

.

I

I I

P.O. Box, 219.

i

season.

,

up-to-dat-

toil

m
The Chgbtm&s Stoge

county.
V. C
Former Attorney General
Reid of Rosweil spesit the afternoon
in Santa Fe. He will leave tonight
for Deming and will then return to
A. Staab arrived yesterday
after- Santa Fe.
Mrs. M. Keen, of Santa Fe, undernoon from Santa Fe for a short visit
with his daughter, Mrs. Max. Nord- - went a critical operation at the Becker
haus. Las Vegas Optic,
hospital Saturday. Mrs. Keen has re- Judge Frank W. Parker, who went covered from the effects of the opera- to Las Cruces on court business, will tion and is reported to be out of
tomorrow in time for the su-- ger. Las Vegas Optic,
and Mrs. W. T. Thorn- preme court session.
W. D. Shea, of the D. & R. G., and ton nave decided to go to Los Ange-L- .
H. Gibson of the New Mexico Cn- - j ,e instead of Guadalajara, Mexico,
tral, left this forenoon on a business ' for the winter. The unrest in the
southern republic has caused them to
trip to the San Luis valley.
their plans,
L. J. Rothwell of the circulation
Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo, state
partment of the Denver Post, is in
Santa Fe on business connected with j chairman of the Republican party,
who arrived from El Rito, his home
his paper. He is at the Palace.
F. R. Crandall, deputy internal rev- - j n Saturday, left this forenoon for
enue collector,, left the city yesterday Servilleta, Taos county, to superin-fo- r
Albuquerque where he will spend tend a shipment of sheep,
L- - T.
White, a graduate of St. Louisseveral days on official business
Dr. W. L. Brown, who owns a large1 C;0,1Ae of Pharmacy and a resident
Albuquerque, is Druggist A. J.
ranch in the Espanola valley near San-- !
te
ta Cruz, left Santa Fe this morning r'Echer 8 n,ew M,?tBf' 'Ir:
after a few days of shopping in the ha many frienf ln Je,.fuke City'a
recomcomes
" '
highly
capital
mended.
C. L. Pollard of Espanola, is in the
thJ ranchman wUh
wiliam
city on business. Henry L. Pollard of lnterests at ojo CaItente Xa0s oountVi
Santa Cruz, who ran for county super but who makes his home in Santa Fe
intendent on the Democratic ticket is left today for Chihuahua, ' Mexico,
also a visitor.
Mr. Astler will buy cattle there
A. R. McCord, chief clerk in the and return In two or three weeks to
surveyor general's office, will not go his home.
to Boise, Idaho, where he was orderA special car from New York has
ed last week, having received an or- arrived at Carlsbad. The car contains Charles G. Nichols and Mrs.
der countermanding the transfer.
Former Governor H. J. Hagerman Charles G. Nichols, Jr.,
will leave Albuaueraue for his home Governor Timothy Woodruff and Mrs.
at Roswell tonight. The report in an 'Timothy Woodruff, Bert Smith and
Albuquerque paper that he had come 'several other millionaire! of New
;
XOrK.
to. Santa Fe yesterday iat.errone.ous.
A. C. Ringland, district forester.
Howell Earnest of Clayton, Union
Ifcas gone to Flagstaff, William j and
county, is in Santa Fe to attend the
Grand Canon on business connected
vote.
Mr.
of
Earnest
the
canvassing
with the service. ' Before returning
will investigate conditions at
j he
I
Grand Canon in view of the bill be-- j
French Breakfast Rolls
fore Congress to make- that section
.
UtwgM by Mr a, Sara Tyton Rarer)
..
.;
1, i
i
""Haua Ul a UttLluilttl
IW nin mill.-- Hr n,m
PtlM.!!
forest.
one teaspoonful salt; one pound (lour;
one egg;
cup yeast, or
William M. Peterson, supervisor of
cake yeast dissolved.
Scald the milk and cut Into it the Cot- - Indian schools, is in the city inspect-tolenadd salt, and when cool sift In ing tn ocal institution. He reports
the flour; add a
,fl.
egg and
the yeast. Beat well and stand ln a the school in excellent condition,
warm place over night. In the morning DOtn as
and dicipline. Mr.
methods
4w tii miv Mine lv.ioi tiauuiiu
aa uiuq
Peterson has the Indian schools of six
as possible, adding a very little flour.
Place each roll in a French roll pan. states to supervise, Utah, Wyoming,
stand ln warm place
of
an hour and bake ln quick oven about New Mexico, Colorado, Kansas and
i

Knit silk ties in a variety of

mm
r
flf.

XMAS

SEE THEM AT

j

New assortment in silk and
- wool

4k Xiie;oyu uxvmy

j
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

a

GO,

c,

Carriage & Automobile
PAINTING

SIGN PAINTING
Satisfaction Ouaranteed.

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
305 San Francisco Street.

..MILLINERY..
LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED

WE KNOW

for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thorough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
125

Palace
Avenue.

MRS. W. L1NDHARDT,

Santa Fe,
New Mexico

i
NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
Why
are using It. It
are
your light
having It right where

Listen
3 JS

L..

3
1,

!

saves on
bill and SAVES THE EYES. Our display rooms
open for your
of
line
the
we
have
finest
and
seen
sell
can
Student
and
will
be
them right. Get away from
Reading
Inspection,
Lamps that
anywhere, and we
the Idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.
You pay for, by

i

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

yon

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CQEQPANY, WASHINGTON STREET
--

iinfamiiWfiirJaiMniri'i
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Annual Message Deals
With One Subject.
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Kud LAW

Read Up)
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RATON NEW MEXICO x

In effect Sept,

(Read Down)
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Company.

GENERAL OFFICES
1
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Railway

Oerrososo

Lv
Cimarron
Ar
Cimarron
Nash
Hurian
Ut3 Park. N. M...Lv '

05
20
02

DEFENDS DECISIONS OF COURT

....

45

am

6 35

In

6 27
6 17

6 00

'

Cases of Standard Oil and
Tobacco ComDanies.

v V
pm
p m
;
jOonneots at Colfax with K. P. 4 s. W. Ky. train both North and South. IE ftStage for Van Houten V, M. meets trains at Preston N.IM.C
M..
for KUzubethtown, N. M.. at 9;00 a. m, dally exeep
Stage leaves Ute Park. N,
THINKS AMENDMENTS NEEDED
nadays. Fare Si ou one way J3.50
trip ; tlfty pound baggaze carried free.
O. A S. train leaves Des Mclnoa, S, M- for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from
th
tb at 4:38 a. m, 23
Believes Present Statutes Good as Far
J. VAN HOUTEN,
t, G. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
as They Go but Suggests SuppleV. P. A 6. M..
Superintendent.
Q. P. Agent,
mental Legislation
For Federal Corporation Law.

-

.

.

-.

ASK FOR TICKETS

FmmJintjlto rl

E1

Paso

Bisbee, Douglass

andall points in New Mexico,

thePacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
Arizona, Mexico and
CENTRAL to Torrance thence

THE

EAST

BEST

OR

ROUTE

WEST

st

For rates and full Information address

EUGENE FOX

6.
Dec.
President
Taft's annual message, which was read
in both houses of congress today, deals
exclusively with the anti-trustatute.
The full text of the message Is as follows:
To the Senate and House of Representatives: This message is the first
of several which I shall send to congress during the interval between the
opening of its regular session and its
adjournment for the Christmas holi- days. The amount of information to be
communicated as to the operations of
the government, the number of important subjects calling for comment by
the executive, and the transmission to
congress of exhaustive reports by special commissions, make It Impossible
to Include in one message of a reasonable length a discussion of the topics
that ought to be brought to the attention of the national legislature at its
first regular session.
The Anti-TruLaw The Supreme
Court Decisions.
In May last the Supreme court handed down decisions in the suits in
equity brought by the United States to
enjoin the further maintenance of the
Standard Oil trust and of the American Tobacco trust, and to secure their
dissolution. The decisions are
g
and serve to advise the busl-nss-s
world authoritatively of the scope
and operation of the anti trust act of
1890. The decisions do not
depart in
any substantial way from the previous
decisions of the court in
construing
and applying this important statute,
but they clarify those important decisions by further defining the
already
admitted exceptions to the literal construction of the act. By the decrees,
they furnish a useful precedent as to
the proper method of dealing with the
capital and property of Illegal trusts.
These decisions suggest the need and
wisdom of additional or supplemental
legislation to make it easier for the
entire business community to square
with the rule of action and legality
thus finally established and to preserve
the benefit, freedom and spur of reasonable competition without loss of
real efficiency or progress.
No Change In the Rule of Decision
Merely In Its Form of Expression.
The statute in its first section declares to be illegal "every contract,
combination In the form of trust or
otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint
of trade or commerce among the several states or with foreign nations,"
and In the second, declares
guilty of a
misdemeanor every person who shall
monopolize or attempt to monopolize
or combine or conspire with any other
person to monopolize any part of the
trade or commerce of the several
states or with foreign nations."
In two early cases, where the statute
was invoked to enjoin a transportation
agreement between Interstate railroad
companies, It was held that It was no
defense to show that the agreement as
to rates complained of was reasonal
at common law, because it was said
that the statute was directed against
all contracts and combinations in restraint of trade whether reasonal at
common law or not It was plain from
the record, however, that the contracts
complained of In those cases would
not have been deemed reasonable at
common law. In subsequent cases the
court said that the statute should be
given a reasonal construction and refused to Include within Its inhibition
certain contractual restraints of trade
which it dominated as Incidental or as

Washington,

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
T

Q f- - &

p- -

Agent,
El Paso Texas

epoch-makin-

Holiday Rates
Account of the Christmas and New
Years Holidays, the

DENVER & RIO GRANDE R. R.

US

PUBLISHES RATE OF

OneiFarelfor theiRowid Trip Between
All Stationsoa its Lines.
m

SELLING DATES

Dec23, 24,25, 302and

31, 1911;

:

also Jan.

1, 1912

Return'Umit, January 3, 1912.
New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War De"Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War

partment at

Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3ul)
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the

indirect
These cases of restraint of trade that
the court excepted from the operation
of the statute were instances which, at

season;

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vioe Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W ,M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and illustrated catalogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

i!
i!
i

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
Successor to
P. Williams

B.
have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment
Owned by B P. William and will continue to operate It as aformeriy
FIR8T
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of
day or night
to furnish you with any kind e a rig you may want. I will
endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your
patronage.
I

i!
W.

Phone 139 Red

-

firmed.

AT 110 SAN FRANCISCO ST

Santa Pe, N. M

common law, would have been called
reasonable. In the Standard OU and
Tobacco cases, therefore, the court
merely adopted the tests of the common law, and In defining exceptions to
the literal application of the statute,
only substituted for the test of being
Incidental or Indirect, that of being
reasonable and this, without varying
In the slightest the actual scope and
effect of the statute. In other words,
all the cases under the statute which
have now been decided would have
been decided the same way If the court
had originally accepted in its construction the rule at common law.
It has been said that the court, by
Introducing Into the construction

,

a,.- -,

e

.

pro-rat-

tin-fo- il

tin-fo- il

DECEMBER

TUESDAY,

Mry: nrus "tXe' smoking tOhae-c- o
of the "decree and unaerstanu
business of the country Is divided working
little the personal danger of attemptso that the present
comindependent
ing to evade or set at naught the solpanies have 21.39 per cent, while the emn
injunction of a court whose obAmerican Tobacco company will have
ject is made plain by the decree and
33.08 per cent.,
the Liggett and whose inhibitions are set forth with a
Meyers 20.05 per cent, the Lorlllard Jetail and
unexcomprehensiveness
company 22.82 per cent, and the
ampled in the history of equity jurisReynolds company 2.66 per cent The
stock of the other thirteen companies, prudence.
The effect of these two decisions has
both preferred and common, has been
taken from the defendant American ed to decrees dissolving the combinaTobacco company and has been dis- tion of manufacturers of electric lamps,
a southern wholesale grocers' associatributed among its stockholders.
All
covenants restricting competition have tion, an Interlocutory decree against
by
been declared null and further per- the powder trust with directions
.he circuit court compelling dissoluformance of them has been
enjoined.
The preferred stock of the different tion, and other combinations of a simwith
companies has now been given vot- ilar history are now negotiating
ing power which was deaied It under Lhe department of justice looking to a
and reorganthe old organization.
The ratio of disintegration by decree
the preferred stock to the 'common ization in accordance with law. It
was as 78 to 40. This constitutes a teems possible to bring about these
without general business
very decided change in the character
disturbance.
of the
ownership and control of
each company.
Movement for Repeal of the
Law.
In the original suit there were twenty-nact is
But now that the anti-truine
defendants who were charged
with being the conspirators through seen to be effective for the accomplishwhom the illegal combination acquired ment of the purpose of its enactment,
and exercised its unlawful dominion. we are met by a cry from many differ
Under the decree these defendants ent quarters for its repeal. It is said
will hold amounts of stock In the va- to be obstructive of business progress,
to be an attempt to restore
rious distributee companies
ranging
methods of destructive competifrom 41 per cent, as a maximum to
28
per cent, as a minimum, except tion between small units, and to make
in the case of one small company, the Impossible those useful combinations
Porto Rican Tobacco company, in of capital and the reduction of the cost
which they will hold 45 per cent The of production that are essential to con
twenty-ninIndividual defendants are tinued prosperity and normal growth,
In the recent decisions the Supreme
for
three years from buying court
enjoined
makes clear that there is nothany stock except from each other,
and the group is thus prevented from ing in the. statute which condemns
combinations of capital or mere big
extending its control during that pe- ness of
plant organized to secure
riod. All parties to the suit, and the
new companies who are made parties, economy in production and a reducare enjoined perpetually from in any tion of its cost. It is only when the
or necessary effect of the orway effecting any combination be- purpose
and maintenance of the
ganization
tween any of the companies in violaor the aggregation of imtion of the statute by way of resump- combination
mense size are the stifling of competition of the old trust Each of the
and potential, and the enfourteen companies Is enjoined from tion, actual
nancmg oi prices and establishing a
acquiring stock in any of the others. monopoly, that the statute is violated.
All these companies are enjoined from Mere
size is no sin against the law.
having common directors or officers, The
merging of two or more business
or common buying or selling agents,
plants necessarily eliminates competior common offices, or lending money tion
between the units thus combined,
to each other.
but this elimination is in contravention
of the statute only when the combina
Size of New Companies.
tion is made for purpose of ending this
Objection was made by certain Inin order to setobacco
dependent
companies that this particular competition
settlement was unjust because it left cure control of, and enhance, prices
and create a monopoly.
,
companies with very large capital In
Lack of Definiteness In the Statute.
active business, and that the settlement that would be effective to put all
The complaint is made of the statute
on an equality would be a division of that it is not sufficiently definite in
of
the capital and plant the trust Into its description of that which is forbidsmall factions in amount more nearly den, to enable business men to avoid
equal to that of each of the IndependUs violation. The suggestion is, that
ent companies. This contention re- we may have a combination of two
sults from a misunderstanding of the corporations, which may run on for
anti-trulaw and Its purpose. It is years, and that subsequently the attor
not intended thereby to prevent the ney general may conclude that It was
accumulation of large capital in busi- a violation of the statute, and that
ness enterprises in which such a com- which was supposed by the combiners
bination can secure reduced cost of to be innocent then turns out to be a
production, sale and distribution. It combination in violation of the statis directed against such an aggrega- ute. The answer to this hypothetical
tion of capital only when Its purpose case is that when men attempt to
is that of stifling competition, enhancamass stupendous capital as will ening or controlling prices and estab- able them to suppress competition,
lishing a monopoly. If we shall have control prices and establish a monopby the decree defeated these purposes oly they know the purpose of their
and restored competition between the acts. Men do not do such a thing
large units into, which the capital and without having it clearly in mind. If
plant have been divided, we shall have what they do is merely for the purpose
accomplished the useful purpose of of reducing the cost of production.
without the thought of suppressing
the statute.
Confiscation Not the Purpose of the competition by use of the bigness of
the plant they are creating, then they
Statute.
cannot be convicted at the time the
not
of
Is
the
the
statute union Is
purpose
It
made, nor can they be conto confiscate the property and capital victed later,
unless it happen that later
of the offending trusts. Methods of on
they conclude to suppress competipunishment by fine or imprisonment tion and take the usual methods for
of the Individual offenders, by fine of doing so, and thus establish
for themthe corporation, or by forfeiture of its selves a monopoly. They can, In such
are
provided, a case, hardly
goods in transportation,
complain if the motive
but the proceeding In equity Is a spe- which subsequently is disclosed Is atcific remedy to stop the operation of tributed by the court to the
original
the trust by Injunction and prevent combination.
of
use
the
and
plant
future
the
capital
New Remedies Suggested.
in violation of the statute.
Is said of the repeal of this
Much
Effectiveness of Decree.
statute and of constructive legislation
I venture to say that not In the his- intended to
accomplish the purpose
tory of American law has a decree and blaze a clear path for honest mermore effective for such a purpose chants and business men to follow. It
been entered by a court than that may be that such a plan will be
against the Tobacco trust As Circuit evolved, but I submit that the discusJudge Noyes said in his Judgment ap- sions which have been brought out in
recent days by the fear of the conproving the decree:
"The extent to which It has been tinued execution of the anti-trulaw
tear
to
apart this combina- have produced nothing but glittering
necessary
new
into
forms with generalities and have offered no line
tion and force it
the attendant burdens ought to dem- of distinction or rule of action as
onstrate that the federal anti-trustatute is a drastic statute which ac- definite and as clear as that which the
court Itself lays down In en
complishes effective results; which so Supreme
the statute.
long as it stands on the statute books forcing
must be obeyed, and which cannot Supplemental Legislation Needed Not
Repeal or Amendment.
be disobeyed without incurring
I see no
penalties. And, on the oth- see decidedobjection and indeed I can
advantages In the enact
er hand, the successful reconstruction
of a law which shall describe and
of this organization should teach that menf
denounce
methods of competition,
the effect of enforcing this statute Is which
not to destroy, but to reconstruct; not unlawfulare unfair and are badges of the
purpose denounced In the
In ac- anti-truto demolish but to
law. The attempt and purcordance with the conditions which
the congress has declared shall exist pose to suppress a competitor by unhim at a price bo unprofitamong the people of the United derselling
able as to drive him out of business,
States."
or the making of exclusive contracts
Common-8toc- k
Ownership.
with customers under which they are
It has been assumed that the presrequired to give up association with
a
ent
and common ownership other manufacturers, and numerous
In all these companies
by former kindred methods for stifling competistockholders of the trust would Insure tion and
monopoly, should be
a continuance of the same old single described effecting
with sufficient accuracy in a
control of all the companies
Into criminal statute on the one hand to
which the trust has by decree been enable the
government to shorten Its
disintegrated.
This Is erroneous and task by prosecuting single misdeis based upon the assumed lnefficacy meanors instead of
an entire conand lnnocuousness of Judicial Injuncspiracy, and, on the other , hand, to
tions.
The companies are dhjolned serve the purpose of
pointing out
from
or combination; more In detail to the business comthey have different managers, direc- munity what must be avoided.
tors, purchasing and sales agents. If Federal
Incorporation Recommended.
all or any of the numerous stockholdIn a special message to congress
ers, reaching Into the thousands, at- on
January 7, 1910, I ventured to
tempt to secure concerted action of point out the disturbance to
business
the companies with a view to the con- that would
dissotrol of the market, their number la so lution of probably attend the
these offending trusts. I
large that such an attempt could not said:
well be concealed and its prime mov"But
ers and all Its participants would be sible such an Investigation and posat once subject to contempt proceed- whose prosecution or of corporations
prosperity destruction affects
ings and Imprisonment of a summary the comfort
not only of stockholders
character.
The Immediate result of but of millions of wage earners, em
the present situation will necessarily
and associated tradesmen must
be activity by air the companies un- ployes,
tend to disturb the conder different managers, and then com- necessarily
fidence of the business community,
petition must follow, or there will to dry up the now
flowing sources of
bo activity
by one company and stagfrom its places of hoarding,
nation by another. Only a short time capital
and produce a halt in our present
U1
inevitably lead to a change In prosperity that win cause suffering
ownership of the stock, as all oppor- and strained circumstances among
tunity for continued cooperation must the Innocence many for tha faults of
disappear. Those critics who speak the guilty few. The
question which
of this disintegration In the trust as
a mere change of
garments have not
risen CMMMr.nnn
jnejriJttblt
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Supreme court by its decision in the
last two cases nas committed to the
court the undefined and unlimited discretion to determine whether a case
of restraint of trade is within the
terms of the statute. This Is wholly
untrue. A reasonable restraint of
trade at common law is well understood and is clearly defined. It does
not rest In the discretion of the court
It must be limited to accomplish the
purpose of a lawful main contract to
which. In order that it shall be enforceable at all, it must be Incidental.
If it exceeds the needs of that contract
it is void.
The test of reasonableness was
never applied by the court at common-law
to contracts or combinations
or conspiracies in restraint of trade
whose purpose was or whose necessary effect would be to stifle competition, to control prices, or establish
asThe courts never
monopolies.
sumed power to say that such contracts or combinations or conspiracies might be lawful if the parties to
them were only moderate in the use
of the power thus secured and did
not exact from the public too great
and exorbitant prices.
It is true
that many theorists, and others enin business violating
the
gaged
statue, have hoped that some such
line could be drawn by courts; but
no court of authority has ever attempted it Certainly there is nothing in the decisions of the latest two
cases which should be a dangerous
theory of judicial discretion in enforcing this Btatue can derive the
slightest sanction.
Force and Effectiveness of Statute a
Matter of Growth.
We have been twenty-onyears
making this statue effective for the
purposes for which it was enacted.
The Knigbt case was discouraging
and seemed to remit to the states the
u...M.t7 ivni iw miabn null
suppress the evils of the trusts.
Slowly, however, the errors of that
judgment was corrected, and only .in
the last three or four years has the
heavy hand of the law been laid upon
the great illegal combinations that
have exercised such an absolute dominion over many of our industries.
Criminal
have
been
prosecutions
brought and a number are pending,
but Juries have felt averse to convicting for Jail sentences, and judges have
been most reluctant to impose such sentences on men of respectable standing
in society whose offense has been
regarded as merely statutory. Still,
as the offense becomes better understood and the committing of it partakes more of studied and deliberate
defiance of the law, we can be confident that juries will convict individuals and that jail sentences will be
Imposed.
The Remedy In Equity by Dissolution.
In the Standard Oil case the Supreme and circuit courts found the
combination to be a monopoly of the
interstate business of refining, transporting, and marketing petroleum and
Its products, effected and maintained
cordifferent
through thirty-seve- n
porations, the stock of which was
held by a New Jersey company. It
in effect commanded the dissolution
of this combination,
directed
the
a
transfer and
distribution by
the New Jersey company of the
stock held by it in the thirty-seve- n
corporations to and among Its stockholders, and the corporations and individual defendants were enjoined
from conspiring or combining to restore such monopoly; and all agreements between the subsidiary corporations tending to produce or bring
about further violations of the act
were enjoined.
In the Tobacco case, the court
found that the Individual defendants
twenty-nin- e
in number, had been en
gaged In a successful effort to acquire complete dominion over the
manufacture, sale, and distribution ol
tobacco In this country and abroad,
and that this had been done by combinations made with a purpose and
effect to stifle competition, control
prices, and establish a monopoly, not
only in the manufacture of tobacco
but also of
and licorice used
in Its manufacture and of Its products
of cigars, cigarettes, and snuffs. The
tobacco suit presented a far more
complicated and difficult case than
the Standard Oil suit for a decree
which would effectuate the will of the
court and end the violation of the
statute There was here no single
holding company as in the case of
the Standard Oil trust.
The main
company was the American Tobacco
company, a manufacturing,
selling,
and holding , company.
'The plan
adopted to destroy the combination
and restore competition Involved the
redlvlslon of the capital and plants
of the whole trust between some of
the companies constituting the trust
and new companies organized for the
purposes of the decree and made
parties to It, and numbering, new and
old, fourteen.
Situation After Readjustment
The American Tobacco ' company
(old) radjusted capital. $92,000,000;
the Liggett and Meyers Tobacco company (new) capital, $67,000,000; the
P. Lorlllard company (new) capital,
$47,000,000, and the R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco company (old) capital,
are chiefly engaged In 'the
manufacture and sale of chewing ano
The
smoking tobacco and cigars.
former one
company Is divided Into two, one of $826,000 capital and the other of $400,000. The
one snuff company Is divided Into
three companies, one with a capital
of $15,000,000; another with a capital of $8,000,000; and a third with a
capital of $8,000,000.
The licorice
companies are two, one with a capital of $5,758,00 and another with a
capital of $2,000,000. There is, also,
n
the
Tobacco company, a British corporation,
doing
business abroad with a capital of
$26,000,000, the Porto Rican Tobacco company
with a capital of
$1,800,000, and the corporation
of
United Cigar Stores, with a capital
of $9,000,000.
Under this arrangement each of the different kinds of
business will be distributed between
two or more
companies, with a division of the prominent brands in the
same tobacco
products, so as to make
C4MnnetlOon, jjpt. onjr ja-jM- ,.
jBttt
British-America-

the statute common law distinctions,
has emasculated it. This Is obviously
untrue. By Its Judgment every eon'
tract and combination In restraint of
Interstate trade made with the purpose
or necessary effect of controlling prices
by stifling competition, or of establishing in whole or in part a monopoly of
such trade, la condemned by the statute. The most extreme critics cannot
instance a case that ought to be condemned under the statute which la not
bcpuaht within it terms as thus con

.(
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application.
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Know it. a want advertisement In the
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Popular Mechanics
Magazine

Are you reading it? Two million! of your
neighbor are, and it 1 the favorite magazine
in thousands of the best American hornet. It
appeals to all classes old and young mer.,
and women those who know and those who1
want to know.
ate Mass bacn sjomtm ' see nerowss
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SPECIAL SALE

December 4

December

9

Better prices than ever offered before on Indian and Mexican Blankets of all kinds. Clean sweep
on Baskets, Pottery and Indian Photos. In fact, everything except
small Christmas Novelties, filigree, etc.
You Cannot Afford to Lose This Chance.
See Us Before Buying Elsewhere,

SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO COMPANY.
PUTS

T. D. BURNS

of yours, I notice you score the Democrats of the House of Representatives
because they will not vote for free
wool.
"""You say" if the Democratic party
is scared by a few sheep growers, j
they may as well renounce the advocacy of tariff reduction and make an
You
alliance with the Republicans.
say, 'Protection is protection whether
for the farmer or the manufacturer
and he who believes in protection of
any kind is as worthless as the tariff
reformer, for he will soon find that

New Tuberculosis Remedy
Based en Medicine

c
To s:iy that a
exists for the
cure of Consumption is
loo strong
a statement,
imt in Kcknian'K Alterative
we have a
that has been the
nieaiu of saving many a life to years
of usefulness, am in permanently curing
a laree number of c"onsumiitives.
Certainly a person aflMeteil with a wastfed with
ing disease siiouhl lie well
Not
Shows Sheep
food,
but
wholesome, nourishing
raw e:i:s in quantities eause a
Cost of
digestive breakdown, and then no food
Blame
nourishes. As lor milk, a very good food
for many, but a produeer of biliousuess
Woolen
for some.
Any diet that keeps a Consumptive well
nourished is the riyht one. but what Is
to cure the pniient? Kekman's Athe Protectionists must stand together going
has cured ami Is curing iriany
COMMONER RETURNS CHECK and that he Is afraid to touch the alterative
case of . Consumption.
Let those speak
know-Here is a specimen:
who
tariff anywhere.'
!
Savannah St.. Rochester. N. Y.
On June :i, 11KI7. I was
"Gentlemen:
"Now Mr. Bryan, I think your rePractical marks
Would Not Make
peritoniupon for Tubercular
are very unjust. When you say operated
tis, at St. Mary's Hospital, Rochester.
N. Y. After the operation my physician
Demonstration; Says He
that if the Democratic party is scared gave
me up as hopeless.
I was then
Needs No Information
by a few sheep growers you impute to urged by a priest to take Eckman's Alterative, which I did. My weight at the
them a motive which never entered time
was 72 lbs. I began to improve and
their minds.
steadiiy gained In health and strength.
Thomas D. Burns, state senator from
now
weigh 1'2. lbs., and am absolutely
"Do you believe that it is cowardice
cured. Believing I owe it to myself and
Rio Arriba county, has done a great
I make this statement."
measure
vote
a
to
a
man
for
not
others
for
deal for New Mexico if nothing more
(Signed Affidavit! KHXA FIN'ZER.
underKekman's Alterative is effective in Bronthan to show up the insincerity of that he does not thoroughly of
one
the
ruin
chitis.
Asthma, Hay Fever: Throat and
and
thereby
William Jennings Bryan on the "wool stand
I.uug Troubles, and in upbuilding the
GREATEST INDUSTRIES OP THE system.
Joes not contain poisons, opiates
question."
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
Mr. Burns contends that the sheep NATION and one which gives employand write to Kckman
cured
of
ment to you may say, millions of Laboratory, cases
Philadelphia. Pa., for more evigrower is not to blame for the presall leading druggists and
Kor
sale
'heardence
by
in
sheep,
herding
ent high price of a purej, woolen suit people? How,
transporting the wool to by Zook's Pharmacy Jn Santa Fs
ing,

Hi

IN BRYAN

to

Growers
for High
Clothes

a

of clothes. He contends , that the
amount of wool in a medium suit of
clothes would not weigh more than
TWO or THREE pounds and the wool
would not cost more than $1.74 (at 58
cents a pound.) What a ludicrous figure $1.74 cuts in a $50 to $75 suit of
clothes and everybody knows that $50
to $75 must be paid for a pure woolen
suit in this country.
Mr. Bryan, editor of the Commoner
had scored the Democrats of the
House for not voting for free wool
and Mr. Burns took him to task, for
his remarks about the Democratic
party scared by a "iew sheep growers."
In a letter to Mr. Bryan, Mr. Burns
pointed out the Commoner's apparent

packing,
market, then sorting, scouring, spinning, measuring and then making it
into cloth.
The Sad Cleveland Days.
"Under Cleveland's administration
we had FREE WOOL AND FREE

and would like to have a practical test
mude by a practical man and wish you
would publish the results of the investigation, also your opinion as to
the cause of the high prices; whether
it Is the sheep grower or the men that
TRADE.
the wool until it is made into
prepare
of
the a
"It ruined the sheep industry
of clothes.
suit
United States and in less than three
"Yours respectfully,
years the flocks were reduced about
"T. D. BURNS."
one half, the wool commission houses
of Boston and Philadelphia would not
BEST ON EARTH"
advance the freight on wool and in a This is
the verdict of R. J. Howell,
great many cases the sheep commisFoley's
sion houses would not advance freight Tracey, O., who bought
Honey and Tar Compound for his
on sheep;
"I am a sheep raiser and I have wife. "Her case was the worst I
always given you credit for being hon- have ever seen, and looked liKe a
est in your convictions, but that you sure case of consumption. Her lungs
Inconsistency.
like the balance of the human were sore and she coughed almost
Mr."
were,
sent
Burns
BryAs proof of it,
an a check for $75 to buy the best suit race, at times liable to arrive at false incessantly and her voice was hoarse
Now, I presume, that and weak. Foley's Honey and Tar
of woolen clothes to be 'had in Lin- conclusions.
if the tariff is taken Compound brought relief at once and
is
idea
that
statesman
your
the
Nebraska,
asking
coln,
to note where the money went to off the wool that clothing will be a less than three bottles effected a com
make the clothes and how much of it great deal cheaper. I hold that the plete cure." Sold by all druggists.
went to the sheep men who furnish PRICE OF WOOL has very little to
do with the PRICE OF A SUIT OF
the wool.'
POLITICS AND POLITICIANS
In a medium suit of
CLOTHES.
Mr. Bryan Dodges.
Mr. Bryan, thus cornered, evaded clothes which would cost from $50 to
the question and returning the check, $75 the cloth would not weigh over
"Agin Andrews."
which he would not use to give a three pounds, and the wool that
All the Democratic editors are
makes thai three pounds of cloth "agin Andrews."
practical test, he wrote:
But then, let's see,
"My Dear Sir I return the check would not cost today over 58 cents a they don't vote in the legislature.
Now
would
$1.74.
make
That
send.
pound.
which you
Pecos Valley News.
"I do not need INFORMATION ON what a ludicrous figure $1.75 would
THE WOOL QUESTION, and from the cut in a $50 or $75 suit of colthes.
The Trail.
"But being of the human race mytone of your letter and the pecuniary
The News heartily favors inves
interest you have In the matter, Z self, I may have arrived at wrong con tigation of election frauds. This state
think we are not likely to agree on clusions, and in order to satisfy you is normally five thousand and Repuband myself, I will make you this prop lican and
the subject.
nothing short of gigantic
osition. I will make you a present of
"Yours truly,
frauds could have resulted in Demothe best suit of clothes that you can cratic victories. The trail
, "W. J. BRYAN."
might be
(Bryan's letter; in his own hand- have made in Lincoln. You pick out easily struck at Avalon Dam and foland
then
it
have
of
office
the the cloth,
weighed
writing, is on file in the
lowed
Pecos Valley
have it made into a suit of clothes for News. northward
New Mexican.)
Unanswerable Arguments.
yourself. You will then have a prac
The
unanswerable
arguments tical demonstration of the cost of the
Delegate Andrews Goes.
brought forward by Mr. Burns may raw material in a suit of clothes and
to Congress, W. H. AnDelegate
check
a
enclose
I
you
prove Information for unbiased minds also the labor.
for $75 to pay for the suit and if it drews will leave Albuquerque tomor
and are as follows:
row for Washington to attend the
"Hon. William J. Bryan, Lincoln, Neb. costs more I will send it to you.
There may be
opening of Congress.
matter
this
am
in
I
sincere
a
"Now,
editorial
Dear
In
recent
Sir
"My
nothing demanding his immediate attention for this territory at the beginning of the term, but Mr. Andrews
"'
'
fefciiMpWIUi lift
is our delegate and believes his place
.ytn... niMtJ mim.nJ ,i..w.
V
is at his official post. Mr. Andrews
is accorded even by his enemies with
being a hard worker and receives the
praise even from these of having ac
complished much for New Mexico,
and of being true to her interests.
His candidacy for the United
States Senate is a matter his friends
imagined might keep him here for a
while at least, but Mr. Andrews said
"No, my duty is my duty, I shall go.'
"
',J1
"
He believes that New Mexico patri
ots believe in him, and that his
friends will look after his election to
E el
VI TZ&sgZf
the Senate and there Is no doubt in
his mind but that he will be elected
on the first ballot as United States
senator. He is not alone in this belief as most men who are acquainted
with the situation whether they are
personal friends of Mr. Andrews or
hi not are conceding his election as he
Rio Grande Rehimself predicts
A woman often does not notice
what a cold day it is so long as she m:: public.
is bustling around the house. , But
LETTER LIST.
when she sits down to her sewing and
List et letters remaining uncalled
far la the pestefflce at Saata Fa, N
mending, she soon feels chilly.
M., for week ending Dec. 2, 1911.
14
It is then she needs a Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater.
if net called far witaia twe weeks
r
time.
in
no
next
to
they will be sent to the dead letter
room
Its
a
heat
warms
quick, glowing
up
flee at Wasalaatea.
Oil
Heater.
It
Smokeless
is
That is die beauty of a Perfection
Avoytolla Paulina
Butterworth J. A.
always ready for use; you can cany it wherever you please; and you
Brela Manuelita.
light it only when you want k.
Slakes ee Abble
a
Tha P 1 liaa OQ Hinlir u Mntiim and odorieM
''
buna nine hour, oo om
Barnes Ruble
derica imurea that. It it raiubls, safe and economical
11,1

.

m

'TH'

'

'

'7

'

:

No More Cold Hands

RFECTIO

't

Br-

tiling. HaooVKMbtoo

akU

dram funked otlw in blue enamel or plain Me!, with

I

I arwcSa Mr

aarM''

ciar

op

Collins Miss K. V.
Collins Frank

Oatleberry Tom
Cook Geo.
Chaves Bessie

Crespln Francisco
Duran .eci!a

D.

Esquibel Jose
Ferris L. H.
Fox Mildred
Garcia Josefita G.
Garcia Celsa S.
Gorman C. F.
Griego Manuelita
Howard Gregory
Helm Prof. J. M.
Hosley W. J.
Koslowski Win.
Klapp Stella
Luken Edalyn

purely negative statute" nice the antitrust law may well be supplemented
by specific provisions for the building up and regulation of legitimate
national and foreign commerce.
Government
AdministrativeExperts
Needed to Aid Courts In Trust
Dissolutions.
The drafting of tbe decrees in the
dissolution of the present trusts, with
a view to their reorganization into
legitimate corporations, has made it
especially apparent that the courts
are not provided with the administraLujan Bibianita
tive machinery to make the necesMontolla Quirina
Morano Epomosena Lobato de
sary Inquiries
preparatory to reorganization, or to pursue such InMitchum Mary
quiries, and they should be empowMeyer Charlie.
ered to Invoke the aid of the bureau
Manuel Jose
of corporations in determining the
Hotel
Claire
Manager
suitable reorganization of tbe disinMartines Carolina
Martinez Jose R.
tegrating parts. Tue circuit couri
and the attorney general were great
Montoya Maida
ly aided in framing tbe decree in the
Ortiz Gregorita Bcnabides de
tobacco trust dissolution by an exNaranjo Bergena
pert from the bureau of corporations.
Poncho Onofre
Federal Corporation Commission ProPreston H. C. (2)
posed.
P.
Thos.
Pyle
I do not set forth in detail the terms
Domero Ambros'a
and sections of a statute which might
Romero Bonifacio
supply the constructive legislation perRibialta Jauntia
mitting and aiding the formation of
Romero Quirinita
combinations of capital into federal
Romero Juan B.
corporations. They should be subject
Romero Emiliano
to rigid rules as to their organization
Sanchez Hilario
and procedure, including effective pubSandoval Julian
licity, and to the closest supervision as
Sena Maria
to the Issue of stock and bonds by an
Trujillo Eduardo
executive bureau or commission in the
Tonsend Geo.
department of commerce and labor, to
Vigil Juan Jesus
which in times of doubt they might
Wilby Thos W.
well submit their proposed plans for
Wilkinson M.
(Miss)
future business. It must be distinctly
White C. W.
understood that Incorporation under a
Yontz Agnes
federal law could not exempt the comla calling far these letters pleast pany thus formed and its Incorporators
state whether "advertised" er aet
and managers from prosecution under
E. C. BURKE, Postmaster.
the anti-trulaw for subsequent illegal conduct, but the publicity of its
TAFT IS FOR TRUST LAW.
procedure and the opportunity for frequent consultation with the bureau or
commission in charge of the incorporaContinued from Page Six,
tion as to the legitimate purpose of Its
transactions would offer it as great sewiianrci-ttuowo
ami maciw
y
ui.
sion of congress Is whether, In order curity against successful prosecutions
to avoid such a possible
business for violations of the law as would be
or wise.
danger, something cannot be done by practical
Such a bureau or commission might
which these business combinations
almay be offered a means, without great well be Invested also with the duty
financial disturbance, of changing the ready referred to, of aiding courts in
dissolution and recreation of trusts
character, organization, and extent of ) the
1
11 isuiraiu ue au eecu
tviiuiu iue jaw. T.
their business into one within the j ..llkl.
; tive tribunal of the dignity and power
lines of the law under federal control I
and supervision, securing compliance of the comptroller of the currency or
tbe Interstate commerce commission,
with the anti-trustatute.
which now exercise supervisory power
"Generally, in the industrial combinations called 'Trusts,' the prin- over important classes of corporations
cipal business is the sale of goods In under federal regulation.
The drafting of such a federal Incormany states and In foreign markets:
In other words, the Interstate and for- poration law would offer ample opporto prevent many manifest evils
eign business far exceeds the busi- tunity
today, inThis in corporate management
ness done In any one state.
fact will Justify the federal govern- cluding irresponsibility of control in
ment In granting a federal charter the hands of the few who are not the
to such a combination to make and real owners.
'
sell in Interstate and foreign comIncorporation Voluntary.
charmerce tbe products of useful manuI recommend that the federal
facture under such limitations as will ters thus to be granted shall be volunsecure a compliance with the anti- tary, at least until experience justifies
trust law. It is possible so to frame mandatory provisions. The benefit to
a statute that while it offers protec- be derived from the operation of great
tion to a federal company
against businesses under the protection of
harmful, vexatious, and unnecessary such a charter would attract all who
Invasion by the states, It shall sub- are anxious to keep within the lines
ject it to reasonable taxation and of the law. Other large combinations
control by tbe states with respect to that fail to take advantage of the fedIts purely local business.
eral Incorporation will not have a
"Corporations organized under this right to complain If their failure Is
act should be prohibited from ac- ascribed to unwillingness to submit
quiring and holding stock in other their transactions to the careful scrucorporations (except for special rea- tiny, competent supervision and pubsons, upon approval by the proper licity attendant upon the enjoyment
federal authority), thus avoiding the of such a charter.
creation under national auspices of tbe
Supplemental Legislation Needed.
holding company with subordinate
The opportunity thus suggested for
corporations in different states, which federal Incorporation, It seems to me,
has been such an effective agency in Is suitable constructive legislation
the creation of the great trusts and needed to facilitate the squaring of
monopolies.
great Industrial enterprises to the rule
"If the prohibition of the anti-truof action laid down by the anti-truact against combinations In restraint law. This statute is construed by
of trade is to be effectively enforced, the Supreme court must continue to
It Is essential that the national gov- be the line of distinction for legitiernment shall provide for the creation mate business. It must be enforced,
of national corporations to carry on a unless we are to banish Individualism
legitimate business throughout the from all business and reduce It to one
United States. Tbe conflicting laws of common system of regulation or conthe different states of the Union with trol of prices like that which now prerespect to foreign corporations makes vails with respect to public utilities,
it difficult, If not Impossible, for one and which when applied to all busicorporation to comply with their re- ness would be a long step toward state
quirements so as to carry on business socialism.
In a number of different states."
Act
Importance of the
act is the expression
The anti-truI renew tbe recommendation of the
peoenactment of a general law providing of the effort of a freedom-lovin- g
for the voluntary formation of
ple to preserve equality of opportunto engage in trade and com- ity. It Is the result of tbe confident
merce among the states and with for- determination of such a people to
eign nations. Every argument which maintain their future growth by prewas then advanced tor such a law, serving uncontrolled and unrestricted
and every explanation which was at the enterprise of the Individual, his
that time offered to possible objec- Ingenuity, his Intelligence and his Intions, have been confirmed by our ex- dependent courage.
For twenty years or more this statperience since the enforcement of
anti-truute
has been upon the statute book.
in
statute
has
resulted
the
the actual dissolution of active com- All knew of Its general purpose and
mercial organizations.
approved. Many of Its violators were
It Is even more manifest now than cynical over its assumed Impotence.
It seemed Impossible of enforceIt was then that the denunciation of
conspiracies In restraint of trade ment Slowly the mills of the courts
should not and does not mean the de- ground, and only gradually did the manial of organisations large enough to jesty of the law assert itself. Many
died before it
be intrusted with our Interstate and of its statesmen-author- s
foreign trade. It has been made more became a living force, and they and
clear, now than U . was then tisi a others aaai theeYU grow which th
st
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Anti-Tru-

st

Fraternal Societies

WANTS

A

FOR RENT Eight room house. 113
East Do Vargas. Apply Geo. M.
Kin-sel-

FOR SALE

l.

7.30.

1000 one and

Shropshire Rams, all
stock. C. E. Hartley.

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, . F. & A. M.
Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall a

d

A.

No.

H. H. DORMAX,

1

Master
CHAS. E. LINNET. Secretary.

ien

WAN TED G I rl s to
the tailApply, The Capital
oring trade.
Tailors, 253 San Francisco Street.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
Regular
convocation second
Monday of eacb moata
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
JOHN II. WALKER,

1, R. A. M.

WANTED Expert
Stenographer.
Heavy work. Knowledge of Spanish
essential. Must be expert perfect
H. P.
health. Good salary. The John BeckARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
er Co., Belen, N. M.
on Paragon
FOR SALE Text-booShorthand. Learned in one week.
Writers in government employ. Can
be learned without a teacher.
Price
reasonable. Address, H. M., P. O. Box
k

313, City.

8t

Masonic Hal at 7: Si)
p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C,
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

(3t)

ROOMS FOR

RENT

One,

Saata Fe Commandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each month at

three,

or five nice, new, comfortable rooms
for Tent at 237 Washington avenue.
Large, handsome dining room, exceptionally nice and well suited for
boarders.

Santa Fe ijodge of
Perfection No. 1, 14ta
degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
tbe third Monday of each month
TYPEWRITERS.
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening la
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Ne Masonic Hall, south side of Plata.
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup Visiting Fcotish Rite Masons are corplies.
Typewriters sold, exchangee dially Invited to attend.
rJ rented. Standard makes handled
S. G. CARTWRIGHT.
32,
All repair work and typewrites guar
Venerable Master.
anteed. Santa F Typewriter Ex HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
change. Phone 231.
Secretary.
In the District Court of the First
Judicial District for the County of
Santa Fe.
Pilar P. de Maestas, Plaintiff, vs.
Augustin
Maestas, Defendant. No.

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge

No.

holds
its regular session on
the second and fourth
Wednesday of each
month. Visiting broth
ers are invited and
460, B. P. O. E.

6830

To the Above Named Defendant:
You are hereby notified that there
has been filed in the office of the
welcome.
Clerk of the First Judicial District!
CARL A. BISHOP.
for the County of Santa Fe, in thej
Exalted Ruler,
SENA,
I
wnere-iabove entitled cause. No. 6830,
Secretary.
Pilar B. de Maestas is plaintiff, and
ycu, the said Augustin Maestas, are
F. W. FARMER
defendant, the complaint of plaintiff,
Homestead Ne.
the general objects of said action
2879.
being for the obtaining of a decree of
Brotherhood
of
absolute divorce by said plaintiff
American Yeomen
against you, the said defendant, and,
Meets
for the obtaining of the care, custody
Second,
and control of the minor child, Ramon
and Fourth Tbura
Maestas, and praying that you, the
days, Fireman'g
said defendant be required to make
Hall. H. Foreman,
reasonable provision for the support
A. E. P. Robinson,
of said minor child, Ramon Maestas,
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy
and for the costs of this action.
Farmer.
You are hereby further notified that
unless you enter your appearance in
Santa Fe Cama
said cause on or before the 20th day
13514, M. W. A.
of January, 1912, year, judgment will
meets second Tuesbe rendered in said cause against you
day each month, se
by default.
clal meeting tLire
The name and address of plaintiff's
Tuesday at Elke
Messrs.
attorneys are as follows:
Halt Vlsting neigh.
Renehan & Davies, Capital City Bank
bore wvicome.
New
Mexico.
Santa
Building,
Fe,
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
In witness whereof I have hereunto
set my hand and the seal of said court CHAS. A. RISING. Clerk.
this 27)th day of November, A, D.
1911.
Santa Fe Camp No
EDW. L. SAFFORD,
6673, R. N. A. meets
First
Clerk of the
Judicial Court of
fourth Tuesday of
the Territory of New Mexico.
each month; io
n

I

I

cisl meeting third
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. VislVlnf
neighbors welcoma
NETTIE VICKROY,
Oracle.

had hoped to destroy: now, ks
is seen; now its power is heavy;
now its object is near achievement
Now we hear the call for its repeal on
the plea that it interferes with business prosperity, and we are advised in
most general terms how, by some
other statute and in some other way,
the evil we are just stamping out can
be cured, if we only abandon this work
of twenty years and try another experiment for another term of years.
It Is said that the act has not done
good. Can this be said In the face of
the effect of the Northern Securities
decree?
That decree was in no way so drastic or lnhinltlve in detail as either the
Standard OH decree or the tobacco decree; but did It not stop for all time
the then powerful movement toward
the control of all the railroads of the
country in a single hand?
n
Such a
power could not
have been a healthful instance in the
republic, even though exercised under
the general supervision of an Interstate commission.
Do we desire to make such ruthless
em-cac- y

FLORENCE RISING.

Recorder.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

(Publisher.).
Department of the Interior,
at Santa Fe, N.
V. S. Land Of"

M.

November 15, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Luciano
Ortega, of Lamy, N. M., who, on Octo-

ber

18, 1906,

made homestead

10134

No 07888, tor Sd
section 35, township 14 N, range 11 E, N. M. meridian,
has filed notice of Intention to male)
final five-yeproof, to establish claim,
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 26th
day of December, 1911.
1--

one-ma-

Claimant names as witness:
Sandoval, George Lathrop,
Fillberto Martinez, Francisco Sandoval, all of Lamy, N. M.
combinations and monopolies lawful?
MANUEL OTERO,
When all energies are directed, not
Register. ,
of
cost
of
the
reduction
toward the
a
production for the public benefit by
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS.
healthful competition, but toward new Tonic in
action, , quick In results.
ways and means fot making perma- - Will
cureany case of kidney or Mad-trnent In a tew hands the absolute con-- 1
Nrder not beyond the reach of
of the conditions and prices pre--'
No need t say more. Sold
medicine.
field
of
whole
in
the
Industry,
vailing
,
r
then Individual enterprise and effort! hy all druggist.
' will be paralysed and the spirit oM
I
Try a New Mexican want ad. If
commercial freedom wlU be dead.
ww. H. TIFT, brings results.
Eulogio

:

ol

I

T
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Grocery,BakeryandMarket

j

TOOTHSOME SUGGESTIONS

Oysters, Turkey, Cranberries, Sweet Spuds,
Spinach, Rutabegas, Celery, Lettuce and Tomatoes with Salad Dressing, Nuts, Fruits,
Plum Pudding, Mince Pie, Fruit Cake,
Vacuum Sealed Coffee, Imported
and Domestic Cheese.

We

Have

It

All

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Some.

and Then

Phone No.

i.

and have a good bird put away for
you. See advertisement.
Every Page' of theNew Mexican
carries advertisements of the enterprising merchants of this city and
should be scanned carefully by the
SS
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 5.
'
For New Mexico Fair tonight X buying public. At one .place or anwill
other
what you want.
you
get
just
and Wednesday, not much X
Patronize you home merchants.
in
JS
change
temperature.
Quick Service Three minutes
Judge Bordwell had sentenced the

much the reduction will depend somewhat on the number of
MRS.
visitors. One and
fare for
the round trip is the usual reduction,
but if 1,000 visitors come to the capBROKE DOWN
ital the fare will be further reduced.
Remember the special prices for
Gives the Real Facts In Regard to
dressmaking at Mrs. Verne are good
Her Case and Tells How She
for next week only. Alterations and
Suffered.
remodeling a specialty.
Last Dance Before Holidays The
Jonesboro, Ark. "I suffered a comfirst as well as the last dance this
Still Time to get that Special Order Mexican had
a bulletin on its season under the auspices of the plete break down in health, some time
posted
in for Christmas at GOEBELS CO.
bulletin board
the particulars. Woman's Board of Trade, will be giv ago," writes Mrs. A. McGill, from this
For Next Week Only, Mrs. Verne The news was giving
over the As- en on Thursday evening in the As- place. "I was very weak and could
flashed
will do all kinds of dressmaking at
sociated Press leased wire into the sembly room of the Public Lihnarv. ' not do any work. I tried different
half price. Salmon's store.
New Mexican editorial office.
These dances are always most enjoy- - remedies, but they did me no good.
Why Not Place your order for a suit
The Home is not modern unless it aole social occasions and well patOne day, I got a bottle of Cardui. It
or overcoat with the tailors that will has the
proper plumbing. The Santa ronized. The dance will start prompt- did me so much good, I was surprised,
cut, fit and make the garment in the Fe Hardware & Supply Company has ly at 8:30 p. m.
and took .some more.
city? Why not let your money stay an advertisement that will interest
Knight Templar Convocation Tn.
Before I took Cardui, I had headache
at home? See advertisement of the you.
morrow evening. Santa Fe Command- - and backache, and sometimes I would
on
Tailors
three.
Capital
page
ery Knights Templar, will confer the cry for hours. Now I am over all that,
Chamber of Commerce Meeting.
A GOOD House to House Canvas- This
All Knights are and can do all kinds of housework. I
evening, at 8 o'clock, in the as- Red cross degree.
ser can earn from $2.50 to $5 per day. sembly room of the Paiace of the urged to attend.
on
' think it is the greatest medicine
Address Box Y2 City.
Your Only chance to see the Three earth."
Governors, the Chamber of ComHoliday shoppers will do well not merce will hold itf
meeting. Musketeers, at the Elks tonight.
In the past fifty years, thousands of
to over look the special advertisment Every one is invited to attend.
Exchanged Overcoats Judge Jnhn ladies have written, like Mrs. McGill,
of the Santa Fe Trail Curio ComR. McFie was given some one else's to tell of the benefit received from
Five Arrested for Election Frauds
pany on page seven. No marking up Santiago Gonzales, Regino Varela Se- - overcoat and hat last evening as he Cardui.
Such testimony, from earnest women,
on these lines at this season but an vero Gabaldon, Carlos Guerra and left the reception at the executive
indicates the great value of this
surely
actual reduction.
Florentino Cordova was arrested at El mansion. He was Riven the outfit tonic remedy, for diseases peculiar to
Tonight at the Elks. "The Three Paso on an indictment charging them checked No. 12, when he should have women. Are you a sufferer? Yes?
Cardui is the medicine you need.
with offering to sell their votes at No. Id. His own overcoat is a Ins
Musketeers," in two reels.
We urge you to try it.
Angeles make and doubtless the pres-- !
SPECIAL
SALE .Watch
paper the recent prohibition election.
N. B. Writeto: Ladies" Advisory Dept., ChattaChildren's Hearts made happy by a ent holder will be glad to exchange it! nooga
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Special
Tuesday for an excellent opportunity
Jwtructwns, and
book, "Home Treatment
to buy your Christmas presents. visit to the toy display at Salmon's for his own.
toe
sent in plain wrapper, on request.
Women,"
The Home of Santa Claus That la!
Sale now on at Santa Fe Trail Curio Big Store. Do not buy before you inCo.
spect this immense stock of Christmas what Nathan Salmon says in his ad-- l
vertisement today. The Big Store has
It is Not too Early to place your gifts.
been changed into one bie arrav of
Reduced Rates to Inauguration
order for that Christmas turkey. H.
A visit will founder of education in New Mexico.
S. Kaune & Company are booking or- There will be special rates on all the Christmas specialties.
convince
of
the
of the state--, The public is invited.
truth
you
ball.
How
for
the
ders now. Get your order in early railroads
inaugural
ments made in today's advertisement
Fair
Weather The
predicted
Masonic Officers Elected At the snowstorm did not strike Santa Fe
annual meeting of Montezuma jLodge, and the weather today is as fair as
A. F. & A. M., last evening, the fol- can be. It is to continue thus tomorlowing officers were elected: A, R. row, says the Weatuer Bureau. The
McCord, worshipful master; E. R. maximum temperature yesterday was
which
is quite
Paul, senior warden: R. J. Crichton. fifty-twdegrees,
C. McCONVERY,
junior warden; C. E. Linney, secre warm for December and the minitary; H. B. Cartwright, treasurer; A. mum twenty-twdegrees, which is
E. P. Robinson, tyler. These, as well not so cold for the but month of the
in
Flowers
Season.
and
Plants
their
Hardy
a s the appointive officers to be nam- year. The relative humidity was
ed later, will be installed on St. down to forty-siper cent yesterday
415 Palace Avenue.
John's Day, December 27.
Phone. Black 204.
morning. There was e rapidly fallMrs. Verne will take on dressmak- ing barometer.
ing, alterations and repairing next' Annual Sale The annual Guild
week only at half price. Satisfaction Sale will be held
tomorrow, Wednesguaranteed. Salmon's store.
day afternoon, at Library Hall. EvThe Toyland Advertisement of
erything suitable for Christmas
Brothers Company on page will be offered for sale. The gifts
fancy
three is in line with the progressive
embroidery, crochet work and
ideas of this firm. It will help the work,
dolls are
attractive. For
parents to make their selections. The the little particularly
one, Mother Goose has
doll display is complete with all the
1 1
latest models. Watch page three if many pretty things. Come and meet
of a
J One of the first
your friends and have a
of tea

ff THE DULY BOUND

UP.!

MILL

n

one-fift-

h

I

WE RECOMMEND

TO YOU THE

(MM
ImWAIUI

i

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grand
son, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE WORLD

We have them the regular sizes and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an end-levariety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

ss

" It's the Watch for You."

SPITZ, THE JEWELER

1?

i

NOTE Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try

s

nt

it.

5, 1911.

and coffee, or ice cream and cake,
and spend a pleasant afternoon. The
home made cakes will all be of the
best, so will the candy. Aprons and

comforters are always an attraction.
BERNALILLO

IS COMPLETED.

(Continued From Page One.)
home at Carrizozo.
He left on th'e
evening train for his home to attend
to personal affairs. While in El Paso
he visited his wife, who is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. J. J. McCourt Asked
when he would move to Santa Fe,
the governor said: "I do not know.
We will have thirty days to quality
after the president issues his proclamation, the final step in making New
Mexico a state. This will be done
after the returns of the election have
been canvassed. "It Is my idea that
we should arrange to qualify the day
the president issues his proclamation.
I was up in Santa Fe just looking
around and do not know exactly what
the returns will show, but do not
think they will make any material
change in the result already announced.; Of course we claim the
judges and there may be some change
there as there are only thirty or for- between the candi
I ty votes difference
dates."

Try a New Mexican
brings results.

Want Ad, it

TO CURE A COLO IN ONE DAY.

Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists refund money if it
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S signature is on each box. 25c.
92.. ..Phone.. ..92

o

JAMES

o

repair-departme-

DECEMBER

TUESDAY,

HAYWARD

MARKET

x

j

DAVID LOWITZKI,
St

?

Hand Painted Pictures in fine frames
Ready made Frames all Sizes
TOYS!
TOYS!
TOYS!
Large stock, come and get a price on
FURNITURE AND QUEENSWARE.
New and

Second-Han-

d

PHONE 56 BLACK.

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

5ANTA FE, N. M.

ii

(M!

The Modern
Home

JUST RECEIVED

81

requisites
sanimodern home is an
safetary plumbing equipment.,
guard the domestic health and to keep
the home thoroughly clean and wholesome at all times, plumbing fixtures
affording absolute and perfect sanita'
tion are a Drime necessity.
te

Jo

1

tStftHdavd" plumbing fixtures and out expert mechanics will make
youi
hn:Kmen attractive and invitina. I M m tntr vmi jin rfimt...

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Sel-igm-

Supply Co.

you please.
Fair and Bazaar at Loretto Tomor- row afternoon from two to eight
o'clock, a fair and bazaar will be held
at the auditorium of Loretto academy
at which fancy work and other objects
suitable for Christmas presents will
be disposed of at low figures. There
will be special attractions for the
children. A fish pond, a candy booth
and other features have been prepared. Coffee, cake and sandwiches
will be served. The proceeds are Jo
be devoted to the erection of a memorial altar to Mother Magdalena, the

VIII fnrvp
mm t.i uo iiinirT
ninnnc
II

cup

i

92.. .Phone ..92

FLOWERS
AT THE

CLARENDON GARDENS
Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

inilS
SANTA CLAUS' home is

at the Big Store

of Nathan Salmon. This year we willbreak
our own record by having the ibiggest sup
ply of Xmas Gifts than we have ever had
TUT
before. For the last four months we have
been studying carefully to make our selec
tions the biggest in the city, and succeeded in doing so.

Sawata Oats9-

!

u
r
r

We have bought everything imaginable for children s gifts,
I
All out other Departments ate well supplied with
nifty and tasty Xmas presents.

Toys

hj

4he Galore,

Don't make your purchase before you look at our numerous bargains and great assortments.
OUR PRICES ARE EQUAL TO ANY EASTERN
9 freight or expenses, and the bother is ours.

CITIES.
"""J

.;

This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes.
.
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